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Professors
decipher ads,
campaigns

GV again
shorted
in funding

By Shawn Zalewski
GVL News Editor

By Brandon Hubbard
GVL Assistant News Editor

Despile a 6 percent stale funding
increase this fall. Grand Valley
State University remains the only
university in Michigan to not receive
the minimum state funding.
The House Higher Education
Appropriations subcommittee failed
to dispense $16 million toward
meeting the promised $3,775 per
full-time student amount, said Matt
McLogan. the vice president for
University Relations.
“We (GVSU) are not asking for
something that we don't deserve
or that isn't available elsewhere.”
McLogan said.
On the listofuniversities receiving
the funds. GVSU ranks last in the
15th spot, he said. Bring awarded
the money would keep GVSU in
its current last position, however
it would bring the university to the
funding level of the next lowest
schools — Saginaw Valley State and
Central Michigan universities.
McLogan said the missing funds
translate into higher tuition costs for
students.
Also, while GVSU maintains
a generous number of professors
compared to the student population,
the support staff is generally the
fewest per student or second to the
lowest statewide. McLogan said.
These shortages are felt in custodial,
housing, administration, records and
admissions, he added.
The university is required to
submit a request for state aid to the
Governor’s office each fall prior
to Thanksgiving. From there, the
Governor must submit his or her
suggested spending by the first week
of February. The proposed budgets
are then sent to the legislature,
whose members comprise the House
High Education Appropriations
subcommittee.
The GVSU Board of Trustees
made a motion two weeks ago
to continue McLogan and the
university's pursuit of the money.
Whatever the minimum has been
See Funding, A2

decision." he said.
Grand Valley State University
students currently residing in Murray
may want to move to South B, the
adjacent housing structure, Beachnau
said. However, they will have to option
to move anywhere within the housing
system, he added.
The change will add an additional
200 people to the pool of students vying
for housing, he said.
“We (Housing workers) at least want
to alert the residents there.” he said. “If
you were letuming. you'd want to know
that it is freshman housing.”
Tlie department had the choice
of expanding freshmen housing into

Months of debate, mudslinging,
travel and priorities boil down to one
day — the election.
After several presentations and
televised accounts on the candidates
and proposals. Tuesday's decision
ultimately rests upon voters to chose
who will be Michigan’s next leader.
Grand Valley State University
professors offered the* advice in
interpreting the campaigns to ensure
voters are prepared once they enter
the booth.
“You will see every available TV
and radio spot taken up with more
emphasis on reinforcing old messages
as opposed to introducing new ones.”
said Roger Moilcs. political science
professor and elections expert. “It's
getting a little late to convert people,
so the emphasis will be on nailing
policies down and getting voters out
to the polls.”
Erika King, political science
professor and expert on campaigns
and elections, said this campaign
will take two forms. The “air war"
describes television,radioand Internet
advertising, while the “ground war”
refers to automated phone calls,
door-to-door solicitations, signs and
direct voter contact, she said.
“Ads in and of themselves are
not tembly effective in getting
voters to make their choices." King
said. “Rather, they are made out of
fear of what would happen if the
opponent was getting their message
out more.”
For Kevin den Dulk, assistant
professor of political science, the
ads may aid in getting undecided
voters to break one way or the other.
They will be more useful in the lesspublicized debates, such as state and
local congressional district elections,
as well as the five state wide ballot
proposals, he added
“After a while, people simply get
turned off by ads,” den Dulk said.
Polls have recently shown the
incumbent candidates to be in the
lead, but predictions cannot be
solidified until all the ballots are cast,
den Dulk said.
In terms of the campaign trail,
Moiles said both Senate candidates
— Republican challenger Mike
Bouchard and Democratic incumbent
Debbie Stabenow — and the
gubernatorial competitors will travel
nearly every waking minute until
Tuesday.
“They cannot stop making
appearances." Moiles added.
He said Granholm and DeVos
will try to sway voters outside their
“camps” or areas where they expect
to have tremendous voter support.
DeVos has the edge in West Michigan
and some of Oakland County, while
Granholm harvests support from the
Detroit area and the Interstate 75
northern corridor. Moiles added.
Big name political figures,
including Sen. John McCain. Rev.
Jesse Jackson and former New York
Mayor Rudy Giuliani have also
visited Michigan recently to support
their respective candidates

See Murray, A2

See Election, A2
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Declaring victory: Students triumphantly display a check written to Burton Middle School concluding the Battle of the Valleys fund-raiser at halftime of
the home football game against Sag maw valley State University GVSU beat SVSU in the competition this year, collecting Si 77 66 more in donations

Valley battle ends
with GV victories
By Shawn Zalewski
G*V7. News h'ditor

After four years, the title of Battle
of the Valleys champion again belongs
to Grand Valley State University
simultaneously on and off the field.
GVSU students, staff and the
surrounding
community
worked
together to raise $19,337.72 in total
revenue, edging past Saginaw Valley
State University’s total of $19,160.06.
“I was totally amazed at the amount
of money raised ... it definitely exceeded
my expectations,” said Jesus Solis,
principal of Burton Middle School,
which will receive at least $15,000
of the donations raised by GVSU. "I
am extremely happy with the level of
commitment, compassion and warm
hearts of the students at the university.”
Both universities' totals eclipsed last

year's funds, including GVSU's $7,327
for the Make-A-Wish Foundation and
SVSU’s $13,012 for the United Way.
More than $6,300 was raised from
donations made though campus dining
and only 27 T-shirts remained out of
the 1.500 originally put up for sale, said
Rob Daigneau. vice president of finance
for Student Senate.
Anne Marie Carson, executive vice
president of senate, said it was great
to see the university come together to
support a good cause. She thanked the
Office of Student Life, the Presidents'
Office and everyone who volunteered
their time.
“This was a good milestone for senate
and set the tone for the future,” Carson
said. “Let's keep the Valley trophy in the
valley it originated in.”
For Student Senate
President
Frank Foster, Saturday's halftime
announcement was the culmination of a

great week.
He thanked the staff of the Kirkhof
Center, Campus Dining, the Greek
community, several university deans
and even the custodial staff for making
the campaign a success.
"When the total was announced,
that’s when everything sunk in,” Foster
said. “It made sense ... everything we
did really mattered.”
In addition to the $15,000 that will
fund books for Burton Middle School in
Grand Rapids. Foster said he will leave
it up to the Student Senators to decide
where the remaining funds should be
allocated. The money will either be
donated to the middle school or sent to
the Make-A-Wish Foundation, fulfilling
last year's request.
Solis said the funds will definitely
benefit students at the school. Already.
GVSU's School of Education pledged
See Battle, A2

Center chosen to house freshmen
By Brandon Hubbard
CM. Assistant News Editor

GVl AiMty Comstock

Director of Housing Andy Bcachnau
confirmed rumors Friday that the Murray
Apartments will become freshman
housing in the fall of 2007.
Beachnau said he was not sure
whether or not the upcoming academic
year will bring enough freshmen to
fill all 230 student occupancies in the
building. If not. transfer students and
sophomores may be encouraged to live
there as well, he added.
“Given the demand we had this
past fall and the anticipated demand of
the coming fall. (Housing department
workers) thought it was an appropriate

I/tnthorn

Bono's to open this week
By Shawn Zalewski
GVL News h'ditor

Allendale citizens can look forward to another
place to have family dinners starting this week.
At II a m. Wednesday. Bono's Pit Bar B Q —
the first franchise of its kind in Michigan — will
open its doors at 5H5 Lake Michigan Drive.
“It's very exciting to bring traditional southern
barbecue north of the Mason-Dixon Line.” said Josh
Martino. Bono’s vice president of franchising
To promote the restaurant's opening, employees
distributed free sandwiches to tailgaters before

INDEX

Grand Valley State University's football team
took on Saginaw Valley State University Saturday.
Guests could choose either pork or turkey, complete
with cole slaw and two varieties of barbecue sauce.
The restaurant also sponsored distribution of the
Thundersticks given to fans at Lubbers Stadium.
“(GVSU) is excited about having Michigan’s first
taste of true southern barbecue at a Laker football
game.” said Doug Lipinski. GVSU assistant athletic
director for marketing
Martino made the trip from Bono's headquarters
in Jacksonville. Fla. for the weekend to promote the
See Bono's, A2
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Election

Voters need to do their
homework beforehand, as
the publicity has focused
only on the candidates at the
top of the ballot. King said.
To download and print a
complete ballot, visit http://
www.michigan.gov/vote.

continued from poge A f

- The three GVSU professors
predicted a voter turnout of
between 30 and 40 percent of
lhe state population, typical
for a midterm election, the
two-year
mark
between
presidential elections.

MOTMANS
Orchards & Farm Market
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purchases of *5.°° or more.
Must present college ID.

Murray
continued from poge A1

Grand Valley Apartments, the
Ravines. Laker Village or onto
the Pew Campus. Beachnau said.
“Murray resembles a living
center more than the others do.”
he added.
Because it looks and feels like
a residence hall. Housing workers
plan to staff it as such, he said.
The decision is anticipated to
only last one year. Beachnau said.
With the addition of new living
centers in parking lot N set to be
completed in 2008. in conjunction
with the new Honors College,
members of Housing department
plan to use about 200 of these
spaces for freshmen. The addition
will free up housing on the north
portion of the campus, he said.
“If you look at upperclassmen
housing. Murray is the most
freshman-friendly”he said.
Although Beachnau did not
say if there would be an influx
of first-year students next fall, he
said he did not anticipate any less
than this year.
About 200 freshmen who
will reside in Murray because of
the department's decision would
otherwise have to live off campus.
Beachnau said.
“Freshman students that live
off campus don’t do as well.”
he said. “First-year students

Grand Valley Lanthorn

are the most at risk. Once they
get here and figure out what is
going on and get classes under
their belt, they're a lot better But
sophomores and up do better with
living off campus "
Because of this year’s
overcrowding. Housing workers
were forced to place three
students in some two-person
rooms. Beachnau said.
“This (decision) allows us the
flexibility in not over-assigning
like we did this fall.” he added
By 2008. Beachnau said
Housing department officials plan
to have about 3,000 freshman
living on campus and a total firstyear student population of about
5.800.
“This clearly indicates that
we (GVSU) have a demand for
on-campus housing, and we are
hoping that with new housing in
‘08. it will make on-campus living
more attractive to siudrnts.” he
said.

Bono's
continued from page A1

cause.
“Allendale is a family-oriented
town, and this is a family-oriented
restaurant." he said. “We will treat
(guests) like part of our family both
behind and in front of the counter.’’
Trudy Billows.managing partner
and co-owner of the Allendale
franchise, said she looks forward
to opening week, encouraging
students to check out the restaurant
given its close proximity to the
university and 15 percent discount
available to students.
Earlier this semester. Bono's
signed a three-year contract with
GVSU. making it the official caterer
at tailgates and other university
functions.

STUDY ABROAD

Need a change?

GVl i Anne SchwaHer

Spreading the word
Rev. Jesse Jackson speaks to an audience of Grand Rapids
community members about the Nov. 7 ballot’s Proposal 2,
which deals with Affirmative Action, at Grace Ministry Church
on Thursday.

Funding
continued from poge A1

during the past 20 years,
GVSU has never been funded
it. McLogan said. To make
matters worse, the amount
per student has also been
decreasing in recent years, he
added.
“It used to be as high as
$4,600 back when the state
had money, but GVSU wasn’t
funded that back then either.”
he said.
To put the numbers into
context. GVSU received $64

Battle
Come soak up a vibrant new culture & be transformed by
the experience. We offer locations in 25 diverse countries
- your biggest decision will be where to go.

p-t V
• Summer, semester or year

• University credit

• Wide range of academic courses

• Mousing

• Language courses at ail levels

• Scholarships

• Field trips & tours

• internships

E USACS
\jeixi

continued from page A1

$10,000 to directly and
immediately fund some books
for the library. Solis added that
a year and a half still remains
to raise funds for both the new
library and additional costs
associated with the renovation
of the school.
SVSU’s funds will support
the Sexual Assault Program of
Child and Family Services of
Saginaw County.
The week-long donation
drive concluded
with
a
Cardinal Roast pep rally in

million in state appropriations
this year. The minimum
amount of funding would
bring that amount to $81
million. The highest funded
public university, Wayne State
University, receives more
than $214 million, according
to its General Fund Budget:
Summary of Revenues and
Expenditures for 2007.
Despite the 6 percent
increase
in
appropriated
(uikIs for 2006/2007. GVSU
followed the statewide trend
by increasing its tuition by
5.9 percent this fall.

the Kirkhof Center. A small
but steady crowd took in
free chicken wings, music
and some of the remaining
T-shirts, which were sold by
members of senate all week in
the center’s lobby.
Nick Smith, programming
coordinator
for
Kirkhof,
brought out a karaoke system
Thursday afternoon to get
students interested in the
campaign, he said. He added
it was something the Office of
Student Life wanted to do in
terms of daytime programming
tor Kirkhof. and BOTV was a
good time for it.
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Filmmakers

News in Brief
Night to feature music,
dining in Allendale
The Allendale Chamber of
Commerce and the Allendale
Music Boosters will sponsor
A Taste of Allendale and
A Night of A Cappella on
Friday from 5:30 to 7:30
p.m. in the Fine Arts Center
at Allendale High School.
The event will feature 10
area restaurants and music
from Tiffin University's Up
in the Air and Grand Valley
State
University's After
School Special and Midnight
Snack.
Tickets are $10 for the
Taste of Allendale and $5 for
the musical portion. Anyone
with GVSU identification
may purchase a combination
ticket for $13. Purchasing
locations include Family
Fare, Pack and Mail Plus and
the Township Offices.
For additional information,
contact Jim Crawley at
crawleyj® gvsu.edu.
Library to provide guide
to citations
Two
classes
about
Refworks will be given on
Thursday at the Steelcase
Library at noon to 1 p.m. and
again from 5:15 to 5:45 p.m.
Refworks
is
a
bibliographic management
program used to organized
source materials into MLA.
APA, Chicago and ASA
formats and is available 24
hours a day. according to the
press release.
Seating will be limited.
RSVPs are required and can
be submitted through e-mail
at steelcase. library (ft gmail.
com or by calling (616) 3317330.
To learn more, contact
Valeria Long at longv($gvsu.
edu.
Exhibition to display
stories of poverty
The Women’s Center at
Grand Valley State University
will sponsor The Missing
Story of Ourselves today
at 10 a.m. in the Kirkhof
Center and will continue the
program until Thursday.
The
exhibition
will
display 35 photographs and
stories created by women
and men who are or were
poor parents and students
changing their lives through
higher education.
For more information,
contact the Women's Center
at womenctr<S>gvsu.edu.
Lecture to target media in
the Middle East
Two media specialists
will present their lecture and
discussion. Media and the
Middle East, on Nov. 14 at
1 p.m. in the Grand River
Room of the Kirkhof Center.
The speakers will be
Sohail Al-Shaer. a producer
and writer for Alhurra
Television in Washington.
DC. and William Samii.
a senior Iran analyst and
regional analysis coordinator
for Southwest Asia and the
Middle East at Radio Free
Europe/Radio Liberty.
For more information,
contact Barb Blankemeier at
blankemb<ftgvsu.edu.

entertain with
election spoofs
Contest encourages
filmmakers to
create original,
unusual political
advertisements
By Erik Westiund
GVL Stuff Writer

In the week before Michigan’s
gubernatorial election, the last thing
most people want to see is more
of the same political ads. The ads
shown Friday night at the Wealthy
Street Theatre were anything but
the usual.
Dick vs. Jen People’s Video
Contest,
sponsored
by
the
Community Media Center and
Plastic Sons Productions, aimed to
show audience members what type
of political ads citizens would put on
the air if they had the opportunity.
Mike Saunders, co-owner of
Plastic Sons Productions, said
more than $60 million was spent
on paid political advertising for
the governor's race this year in
Michigan — a fact raising concerns
about free speech and political
speech.
"How free is free speech
when it takes $60 million to run a
campaign?*’ Saunders said "What
kind of democracy are you living in
when it takes that kind of money to
get the message out?'
Nate Mabie. another co-owner
of Plastics Sons Productions, said
the idea of the Community Media
Center is to give the community a

voice, and this contest was a way to
do so while having fun.
A total of 19 submissions from
independent, amateur and student
filmmakers were screened for the
audience of about 150. Most uxik a
humorous approach to the subject,
while some were serious.
"We had a great mix of pure
sarcasm, political statements and
stuff that really stepped outside
the partisan arena." said Jeff
Smith, director of the Grand
Rapids lastitute for Information
Democracy.
Audience members voted for
their three favontc videos, and a
first place $500 cash prize went to
a gmup that designed a scries of
sexually suggestive bumper stickers
making use of puns on Republic an
candidate Dick DeVfas' name.
Laughter from the audience was
so loud that commentary on the
film could not be heard dunng its
presentation
Other ads took direct aim at
the candidates and their positions.
A group of students from the
Grand Rapids Public School's
Students Together Rising to Induce
Educational Excellence program
produced a series of anti-DeVbs
ads. One video showed a student,
dressed as DeVbs, stealing money
from a pan handler, knocking an
elderly woman to the ground and
stealing a backpack from a student.
STRIVE student Thomas Nolf
said his group made the series of
parodies to protest DeVos’campaign
for governor because they fall into
categories the candidate seems to
be agaiast. STRIVE is a program

,
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Making a selection: Audience members vote on their favorite videos at the Dick vs Jen People's Video Contest held m the
Wealthy Street Theatre on Friday Participants were asked to create advertisement! they would like to see on TV

helping high school dropouts to
graduate
"We wanted to run him into the
mud as much as possible before
next Tuesday.” Nolf said.
Another video praised Gov.
Jennifer Granholm for her Cool
City Initiative and plead with her
to continue reaching out to young
voters.
“Gov. Granholm. you’ve got our
attention,” the video's commentary
said. "Please campaign to us. We
are the next generation of voters,
and we will continue to surprise
you.”
Mabie and Saunders, both recent
Grand Valley State University
graduates, said they think it is
important for students to recognize
the media outlets available to them.
Students can also use equipment at
the Wealthy Street Theatre and the
Community Media Center to create
and promote their own work.
All contest submissions can be
viewed online at http://www.GRad.org.

NOW OPEN

3900Lake Michigan Drive NW
Grand Rapids, Ml
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Grand Valley State University
students witnessed the worst of
the worst Thursday dunng the
first annual Saginaw Valley Idol
as pari of Battle of the Valleys
week.
The event was designed to be
the exact opposite of “American
Idol" in that the worst contestants
were selected as the winners, said
Jeff Merrill, coordinator of the
event and a member of Theta Chi
fraternity.
“If Saginaw Valley is anything
like me. they are going to lose and
lose big time." said Grand Valley
State University senior John
Ranville. echoing the sentiments
of the audience gathered in the
Grand River Room.
Ranville won with a nsqul
performance of "Buttons” by the
Pussycat Dolls, earning him a gift
certificate.
“It’s a good thing I don’t have
any inhibitions." Ranville said.
The other participants won
toothbrushes, toothpaste and
floss, which Merrill said was “to
clean out their mouths after such
an awful performance.”
“1 originally thought of this
idea for Laker Days.” Merrill
said. “The entire thing was
actually going to be just a school
spirit-raiser.”
Saginaw Valley Idol featured
six acts mocking artists such
as the Spice Girls, the Pussycat
Dolls. Janet Jackson. Elton John.
Fergie and performers from the

We specialize m college hpusmq .»nd have ov*-t SO bouses
m the Create* CrandRapxts area from Walker Jo fast 0» and Rapids to
f asiown to Kentwood we have all totally remodeled homes that FIT

“Rent” sound track.
“We’re trying to be the worst
we can be.” said Alicia Haven,
one of five females who sang
“Wannabe” by the Spice Girls.
Other members of the group
included Heather Wunderink.
Michelle
Johnson.
Jessica
Zuchetio and Erin Jancek.
Even die judges got into
character as diey tried to emulate
the “American Idol” hosts.
Acting as Paula Abdul,
associate director of the Office
of Student Life LeeAnn Tibbe
was draped in jewels and wore
a two piece gown, centering her
comments on the singers' outfits
instead of died performances.
Odier
judges
included

Department of Public Safety
Officer Nathan Dombos acting as
judge Simon Cowell and student
Pat Patterson as Randy Jackson.
“My understanding is I’m
supposed to pick apart die people
acting in the competition.”
Dombos said, who delivered a
few scathing comments about the
participants' performances.
Joy Nwabueze, who sang and
danced to “London Bridge" by
Fergie. moved die audience with
her dance moves.
“It was just spur of die
moment." Nwabueze said. "My
friend and I were acting stupid,
trying to get people to sing
karaoke ... and everyone said we
had to do Saginaw Valley Idol."
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Contest awards untalented
By Caitlin Kelly
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

EDITORIAL

Raising the bar

win

ll
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:In winning Battle of the Valleys, the
Student Senate has set a respectable
standard for future senators, but should
continue that example by giving a share of
its donation earnings to the Make-A-Wish
Foundation, making the victims of last
year’s theft whole again.
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With heavy eyelids but heightened spirits, a band of
senators patrolled the Kirkhof Center until 11:59 p.m. on
Friday, collecting donations for charity up to the last possible
second for this year’s Battle of the Valleys competition.
Tireless efforts and countless hours were put into making
the friendly rivalry a successful one for Grand Valley
State University last week. By demonstrating this kind of
leadership, senators have gained back much of the trust
lost from last year's charity fund-raiser and should be
commended for their contributions.
Similarly, GVSU community members deserve a large pat
on the back for participating in the events and dishing out
funds to achieve a higher donation revenue than Saginaw
Valley State University.
In addition to executing many activities planned for the
week, senators staffed tables in various on-campus buildings
and outdoor areas, selling T-shirts and going door-to-door
in living centers to encourage involvement: These efforts,
coupled with help from many Greek organizations and other
groups, generated $23,362.72, exceeding senate’s goal of
raising $1 per student.
After reimbursement for T-shirt orders, senate collected a
total of $19,337.72 for charity. As promised, $15,000 will go
directly to Burton Middle School in Grand Rapids, supplying
new books to fill the school’s library and expand students’
options for reading and learning.
This Thursday, senators will vote on what to do with the
remaining $4,337.72 during their general assembly meeting.
While there are a few charitable recipients in question,
senators must remember they have an obligation to correct
last year’s loss of money and see to it that the Make-AWish Foundation receives the funds promised. By giving the
remainder of the charity revenue to this cause, students who
donated last year will become whole again in seeing children
at Make-A-Wish benefit at last.
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YOUR INSIGHTS

Are you voting? Why or Why Not?

'I tried to. I sent in my
registration and absentee
ballot request form, but
since the county I'm from
got the ballot request first,
they rejected me."

Dan Schoolcraft
Freshman
Film and video

Jayson Bussa
Brandon Hubbard

Editor in Chief
Managing Editor
Sports Editor
Assistant News Editor

9

“When you’re here in college
and you have passion, pursue
it. Use the opportunities you get
because when you get out, life’s
responsibilities get greater.”
Kevin Lyman

Producer and creator of the Vans
Warped Tour, about his experience in
the music industry

By Laura Wasilewski

You'd have to be living
under a rock not to know
elections are approaching.
You have been inundated
with campaign ads,
promises, debates, articles
and editorials devoted to it.
The Lanthorn has devoted
numerous spaces to the
campaign, calling readers to
educate themselves.
We’re practically beating
a dead horse, so to speak,
but with good reason 1
think. Voting is one of
the greatest rights and
privileges you have. And
you have to be educated
before you can vote.
I have heard so many
people say they don't want
to vote. They don't like
either candidate. Their
vote doesn't matter. One
person can't change things.
There are tons of excuses.

GVL OPINION POLICY

1

The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns for
length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or email typographic errors.
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons.
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff

"Yes. I feel it's important
to have a say in picking
someone to lead the state.1

Theresa McGuinness
Senior
Biomedical sciences

Joel Zoller
Senior
Biology

Lindsey Mills
Senior
Elementary Education

but they are unimportant.
You residents of Michigan
are living in one of the
most politically exciting
times of your lives.
Unfortunately, Michigan
has a terrible economy and
unemployment rate, but that
just means you have to get
out and vote. Michigan is in
a time of change. You have
the power to change things.
The polls are so close that
your vote really does count.
Whether you believe
Granholm is on her way to
making great strides or a
change with DeVos is what
Michigan needs, you can't
just sit idly and let someone
else decide your future. He
or she will be your governor
for the next four years, and
within those four years
many of you will be out in
the job market. If you want
change, you have to act.
Every Michigander I've
talked to has some opinion.

whether
they lean
toward
Granholm
or DeVos.
But
maybe
you argue
you aren't
one of
them.
Even
though you've looked into
both of them and watched
their debates, you still can't
decide who would be better
for Michigan's future.
I’d urge you to look
more closely, because
something about one of
them has to appeal to you.
But even if you can’t make
a decision on the governor,
don’t throw away the whole
election. There are plenty
of other hot issues on the
ballot worth voting for.
I have rarely heard
so much about a single

proposal as I have on
Proposal 2. Whether you
are in favor Affirmative
Action or against it, if you
feel one way or another on
it. you owe it to yourself
and your future to vote on
what you think. Don't just
say you think Affirmative
Action is a good idea but
then stay away from the
polls. Don’t grumble how
you hate Affirmative Action
but then ignore your ballot.
Heck, maybe all you
care about are the mourning
doves. Maybe Proposal 3
really gets you angry. Just
get out and vote.
By now you're probably
sick of all the ads and
constant barrage of negative
information you’ve seen on
each candidate. However,
I ask that you endure it
for one more day. Do not
become apathetic. Vote on
Nov. 7. It will make all the
difference.

Attention: Christmas is not in October
GVL Columnist

The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to
■alimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Valley
jTommunity,
* The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
dfTers three vehicles of expression for
reader opinions: letters to the editor,
guest columns and phone responses
Letters must include the author's
name and be accompanied by current
picture identification if dropped off
In person. Letters will be checked
by an employee of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn
Letters appear as space permits
each issue The limit for letter length
is one page, single spaced

*1 already did because it's
my civic duty."

No good comes from avoiding polls

By Derek Reed

* •

'No. I'm not really super
political, and I didn't get my
absentee ballot."

GVL STUDENT OPINION

Editorial Page Board
Jenna Carlesso
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GVL Stqff Writer

Jennifer Hoewe
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Dear Mr. Meijer — Thank
you for your everyday low
prices Thank you for one slop
shopping Thank you for doing
your share to help Michigan's
sagging economy But please,
please stop making Christmas
stan in October.
Actually this is directed at
America as a whole, not just
you Mr. Meijer (my cordial
apologies). The only reason
I even mention Meijer in this
whole rant about Christmas
coming early is because it
was in his store where I first
realized it
It is commonly known the
weekend after Thanksgiving is
the biggest shopping weekend
of the year So it would follow

that after Thanksgiving it’s
pedal to the floor toward
Christmas. After we celebrate
everything we have to be
thankful for, we start thinking
about presents and putting up
decorations.
In modem tunes I
understand it has become
culturally acceptable to start
thinking about Christmas
before Thanksgiving. I
disagree with this because
I feel that it cheapens the
holiday, but at the same time,
nothing worth getting up in
arms about
However, it’s been taken
loo far ladies and gentlemen
I was in the Standale Meijer
about five days before
Halloween, and when I started
walking toward what I thought
was the seasonal section. I
rot confused. In the place

where there used to be a latex
bleeding zombie corpse now
stood a waving Santa singing
"TWas the night before
Christmas ”
What’s happening folks?
Skipping Thanksgiving is
one thing. I don’t agree with
it, but all right, we skipped
one holiday It happens I am
especially lenient in this case
because it’s the biggest holiday
of the year we’re passing over
it for.
However, we sunply
cannot skip two holidays
We’re starting to sell
Christmas goods in October.
That’s three months before
Christmas! That is a quarter of
a year!
Maybe I am being
ridiculous in my outrage, but I
just can’t help it Everywhere I
turn we’re being sold a holidav

— Christmas m October.
Easter in February, Fourth of
July in May. The reason I hate
this so much is because we
lose sight of what holidays are
really supposed to be about
— gathering with friends and
loved ones Thanksgiving is an
important holiday to remind us
of all the things we have and
how lucky we really are. I just
happen to feel that it’s kind of
hard to think about what I’m
thankful for while deciding if I
want the multicolored or clear
tree lights
Stop talking about the
second in the third when
you haven't understood the
first. Christmas will come,
regardless of when we start to
sell it If we’re always looking
forward, we will miss what's
right in front of us, and that's
what is reallv important

LAKER LIFE

Leslie Perales. Laker Life Editor
lakerlife#lanthorn com
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Students bring 'Lost Boys' to life
Local students discuss
their experiences
coming to the U.S. after
documentary’s showing
By Leslie Perales
GVL laker Iffe Editor

Four thousand Sudanese young men
and boys came to the United States as
refugees in 2001.
These young men. commonly
referred to as the Lost Boys, have been
resettled in many locations throughout
the country, including Grand Rapids
Fnday night more than 200 people
filled Loose more Auditorium to view a
screening of the movie "Lost Boys of
Sudan" and participate in a question and
answer session.
“Lost Boys of Sudan" showed how
these young men became known as Lost
Boys. Arabs began attacking Sudan in
1991 with little warning, and because
of the circumstances, many families
running from the attacks were separated
Many of the boys, who stayed in groups,
were either orphaned or separated from
their parents.
The documentary follows two Lost
Boys, Peter and Santino, as they readjust
to life in the United States in 2001. Both
young men were initially sent to Texas.
One stayed in Texas, woriung and trying
to make his living there, while the other
moved to Kansas City and went to high
school.
I

...

Throughout the film, the Lost Boys
find differences in the cultures that were
both unexpected and difficult to cope
with. In one scene. Peter and Santino's
roommate is afraid of living on the
second floor of their apartment building
for fear he would fall through the floor.
One of the film’s major themes was
the Lost Boys' desire for education,
which required financial help, often
beyond their reach.
Diane Baird, a refugee supervisor at
LSSM. said any adult who enters the
United States is assisted by a settlement
program and is given help in finding an
apartment, but not much more is done
for them
After the screening of "Lost Boys
of Sudan,” two local Lost Boys. Majier
Choi and William Deng, came onto
the stage to take questions with Megan
Mylan Mylan was the co-director and
co-producer of the film.
When asked what advice he would
give to newcomers to the United States
in similar situations. Choi used an
anecdote about his experience in going
to the theater to see “Polar Express” in 3D. He said he did not like the 3-D glasses
because they looked strange, but having
them made the movie much better.
“Education is the goggles that we're
going to put on to better see the future
and what’s going to come, what we’re
going to have in the future.” Choi said.
“Because if you don't have those goggles
on — the goggles that are education —
then you’re not going to have anything
that you can sec.”
I

Choi is currently attending Grand
Rapids Community College and has also
taken classes at Ferris State University.
Deng has taken classes at both GRCC
and the University of Phoenix, and
said he would eventually like to go to
Aquinas College.
“I hope that you all took away from
the film what a huge difference a fnend
can make in a newcomer's life,'* Mylan
said. “Writing a check is wonderful, and
I hope everyone will do that, but if you
also have your tune to give us. I know
that was the hardest part of making the
film, wax not being able to be the friend
that Peter and Santino so desperately
needed.”
The event was sponsored by Lutheran
Social Services of Michigan, GRCC
African Students Organization. Sudanese
Lost Boys Association of Grand Rapids
and the GVSU Padnos International
Center.
“Part of the mission of the Padnos
International Center is to educate people
on a global level.” said Meaghann
Myers-Smith, coordinator of program
services and outreach for the Padnos
International Center. “Not everyone
takes the opportunity to go overseas to
team firsthand, so bringing a program
like this to Grand Valley is extremely
important so our students and our
community know about the goings on
in the world and about the people that
we're living amongst in the Grand
Rapids community.”
To purchase a copy of the DVD go to
http://www.lostboysfilm.com.
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Speaking from experience: Majier Choi (right) answers questions about what it was like to be a
Lost Boy m America Sitting next to him. Megan Mylan. one of the producers of the documentary
‘Lost Boys of Sudan," Lost Boy William Deng and John Elmore of Lutheran Social Services of
Michigan (left), also spoke The featured guests discussed their experiences following the film
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Students learn the importance of consent in dating
Program explains
the need for daters
to ask consent
questions before
they ‘make a move’
By Cara Zerbel
GVL Stuff Writer

Students, faculty and staff
squeezed into the Cook-DeWitt
Center Wednesday night to
learn a new meaning of the
question “Can 1 Kiss You?’’
By the time the program
began and Mike Domitrz
started
speaking,
standing
room only remained.
Domitrz. a expert on the
topic, spoke to an attentive
audience about the issues of
healthy dating, consent and
sexual assault awareness. The
evening began on a humorous
note, involving the audience
and asking the question. “Do
most people ask?’’ to which the
audience responded. “No."
With a series of scenarios,
role-played by Domitrz and
various volunteers who were
brought onstage, the audience
was given a glance at several
realistic situations.
“When you’re at a party and
your friend says. ‘I’m going
to go hook up with a set of car
keys,’ you stop them,” Domitrz

said. “But when you’re at a
party and your friend says,
‘I'm going to go hook up with
that girl,' what do you do?”
Domitrz
continued
the
presentation
by
providing
options and advice on how to
respectfully "make a move” on
a date.
“Give her a choice." he said.
“If I do go in for a kiss without
asking, even if she kisses
me back, how do I know she
wanted it?"
Domitrz added that most
men are bad at reading body
language and asking for a kiss
is the best way to gain a clear
understanding of what the other

person is thinking.
“Find out what intimacy is
to the other person,” he said.
“No creativity, just the truth. It
makes dating way easier.”
As the program progressed,
Domitrz took on a more somber
tone, admitting to the audience
that his older sister had been
“brutally raped" years ago.
“That's when I decided that I
had to do something.” he said.
According the Laker Help
Link, one in four women will
be sexually assaulted in their
lifetime. The Women’s Center at
GVSU offers several resources
for victims of sexual assault,
which includes “any unwanted

or unwelcome sexual advances
that results in either intercourse
or sexual touching.”
Representatives at the center
recommend victims contact
Campus Safety, which can
assist them in getting in touch
with the proper resources and
the medical attention necessary,
including a rape kit.
“There are many survivors
of sexual assault in this room,
and I just want to say that every

survivor is an amazing person,”
Domitrz said.
He also addressed the social
taboos of asking for a kiss.
“Explain to me how it’s
wrong to ask.” he said. “If it
ruined the moment, you never
had a moment to begin with.”
He reiterated that there is
nothing more respectful than
giving a person the choice.
The program was concluded
with each audience member

taking home a pledge, and
Domitrz encouraged them to
"open the door” by talking to
their friends and family about
sexual assault.
Domitrz also outlines his
message in his book, also
titled “Can I Kiss You?" and
on his Web site hltp://www.
CanIKissYou.com.
where
resources, advice and support
is available.
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Making the connection: GVSU junior Toni Jones helps speaker Mike Domitrj in
a role playing skit at Can I Kiss You? on Wednesday m the Cook-DeWitt Center
Domitr; stressed the importance of consent in dating and relationships during his
presentation.
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Finding fulfillment in corporate America
Experienced
speaker teaches
students about jobs
By Kelly Garrett
GVL Staff writer

Working in corporate America
does not always mean burrowing
oneself inside of a cubicle 40
hours a week
Just ask Robert Tolbert,
sourcing manager at NBC
Universal.
Tolbert spoke at the Ebertiard
Center on Grand Valley State
University's
Pew
Campus
Thursday night as part of the
Professionals of Color Lecture
Series.
"In corporate America, you
can be very formal or informal.'
Tolbert said, starting the seminar
"I'm going to be informal ”
Tolbert is a Grand Rapids
native who attended Michigan
State University, where he earned
his bachetor's degree in political
economics He later pursued his
master's after getting a year's
experience working in the real
world.
His previous employers include
Federal Express and Disney. He
now works with vendors and deals
with shinoina for NBC Universal

Tolbert helped provide shelter,
energy, fuel and security for
Hurricane Katnna victims through
crisis management at NBC. which
was done by sourcing supplies to
remote operations. However, that
was just one requirement of his
job
Helping people is his ultimate
purpose at work and in life, he
added
"Money is important, but it's
not the only factor.” he said. “It's
not going to give you satisfaction
at the end of the day if you're not
happy with what you're doing "
Tolbert’s words stuck with
many students attending the
lecture.
“Remembering your values
— I thought that was the most
important thing Tolbert talked
about," said GVSU sophomore
Sarah Munoz.
Tolbert advised seniors to start
looking for jobs early, starting
job interviews in the fall so they
can land a job before graduation
Bobby Springer, associate director
of the Office of Multicultural
Affairs, agreed.
"We want students to plan now
for their first big job" Springer
said. “We think the students will
benefit from what Tolbert has to
say about corporate America ”
Tolbert said the college world
and business world are similar

in some aspects, for example, a
professor who knows all versus a
manager who knows key issues.
A student-teacher relationship is
similar to a manager-subordinate
relationship.
He added that students need
to assess themselves after they
graduate and ask questions of
themselves such as. "Am I a quick
thinker?” and "Would I want to sit
next to myself at dinner?”
One piece of Tolbert’s advice
was for students to think of
themselves as a product and to
question what others think of that
product.
Moving up in corporate
America takes a combination of
performance, image and exposure,
he said. When companies are
looking for employees, they base
60 percent on what exposure the
employee has had. 30 percent
on image and only 10 percent
on performance. Tolbert added
Though these numbers may seem
frustrating, Tolbert encouraged
students to stay positive.
“Remain flexible.” he said.
"Allow your talents to take
you places you never thought
possible "
The Professionals of Color
Lecture Series is a joint effort
from the GVSU Seidman College
of Business and the Office of
Multicultural Affairs

Now offering FRtt
Cable and Internet
for 2007/2008.
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Jayson Bussa. Sports Editor
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The men's and women's
swimming and diving teams of
Grand Vaftey State University
recorded 21 first place finishes
in the* meet against Afcion
College. The women's side
recorded 11 first place honors
while the men recorded 10. Both
Laker squads earned one-sided
victories in the contest.

©

Five players from the Grand
Valley State University women's
volleyball team were honored by
the Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference with AllConference honors. Along with
the plaudits, junior Aityson Riley
was named Ubero of the Year
for the conference. This is the
second straight year she has won
the award.

The taller Michigan State
University women's basketball
players grabbed a 10-rebound
advantage over Grand Valley
State University on Thursday
in East Lansing. The Spartans
routed the reigning national
champion Lakers by a score of
64-55.

The Michigan State University
men's basketball team hit 18
of its 20 free throw attempts
against the Lakers last Tuesday
to gain the narrow advantage at
Van Andel Arena The Spartans
hit their final eight free throws of
the game to win 61-57.

GET YOUR

LAKER
NEWS

Fighting for yards: Sentor Mark Cathn shakes off a tackle on a k<koff return during the home game against Saginaw Valley State University on Saturday The lakers won 49-35

Lakers fly through rivalry game
GV football takes down
Saginaw Valley State
University, maintains
undefeated record
By Brandon Watson
GVl Staff Writer

For the second season in a row. No. 1
Grand Valley State University clinched
the Great Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference championship It is the team's
fourth conference crown since 2001.
The win over archnval Saginaw Valley
State University ran GVSU’s record to
10-0 overall and 9-0 in conference action.
GVSU has now won a school and NCAA
record 23 straight games.
‘To win two conference titles in a row
is great for us.” said head coach Chuck
Martin. “It shows obviously how good

we've been playing.”
In front of the seventh largest crowd in
Lubbers Stadium history at 12.140 fans, the
Lakers beat the Cardinals 49-35. It was the
Lakers' second highest point total against
SVSU in their 35-year rivalry, and the 84
total points in the game marked the highest
combined output ever
While the score appears high. SVSU
put all of its points up within the last 20
minutes of the game. Martin said the quick
scoring stemmed from taking out the Laker
starters. Before tonight. GVSU was giving
up only 11.8 points per game.
‘1 think it was clearly shown tonight
that our ones were better than their ones.”
Martin said, referring to GVSU’s starters
"Anybody who watched that game saw
that our ones played well.”
GVSU took control early on its first
drive. The nine-play, 50-yard drive ended in
a two-yard touchdown run by quarterback
Cullen Finnerty. The drive lasted 4:34.

giving the Lakers the 7-0 lead
GVSU took a 14-0 lead after running
back Astin Martin had his longest
touchdown run of the season at 25 yards.
Martin finished with 76 yards on 12 carries,
moving him into 11th on GVSU’s all-time
rushing list.
The Canlinals next possession was a
short one as quarterback Vinnie Miroth
threw an interception to GVSU safety Jacob
McGuckin. who returned it 33 yards for the
touchdown. It was his first touchdown as a
Laker.
Later in the second quarter. Finnerty
threw his first touchdown of the game to
wide receiver Terry Mitchell from eight
yards out to tun GVSU’s lead at halftime to
28-0. Finnerty threw ft* a total 158 yards
and three touchdowns.
Midway through the third quarter, the
Lakers pushed their lead to 35-0 after wide
receiver Eric Fowler caught a seven-yard
touchdown pass from Finnerty

’’We’re never surprised when our
offense clicks on all cylinders” Fowler
said. “That’s what we should be doing ”
After a Cardinal quarterback change.
SVSU rattled off two straight touchdown
drives to pull within three scores, 35-14. An
onside kick recovery sparked an additional
drive.
The Lakers answered back in the fourth
quarter on their next possession with a
nine-play, 70-yard drive capped off by a
seven-yard touchdown pass from Finnerty
to wide receiver Anuone Trent to push the
lead to 42-14.
SVSU quickly struck with a touchdown
of its own in 1 40 on just six plays. The
Cardinals, after the quarterback change,
showed the ability to score quickly. Being
down three touchdowns sparked another
onside kick attempt, however this time it
backfired as Trent recovered the kick and
took it 45 yards for a Laker touchdown.
See Football, B10

GVSU falls to
unprecedented
GLIAC champ,
awaits regional
seeding
j
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Team | GLIAC | Overall
Grand Valley

9-0

10-0

Northwood

7-2

7-2

Ferris State

6-3

7-3

Wayne State

6-3

6-4

Indianapolis

5-4

6-4

SaqIhaw Valley

5-4

5-4

Michigan Tech
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Celebrating success: GVSU sophomore Katy Taller screams with excitement after scoring the first goal of lakers' game against Quincy Univervty on
Friday afternoon GVSU won the game 2-1, then competed agamst Indianapolis on Sunday

Soccer grasps regional title
By Matthew Verdonk
GVL Staff Writer

VOLLEYBALL
STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall
Grand Valley

17-1

26-3

Ferris State

12-6

21-8

Michigan Tech

11-7

15-14

Northwood

10-8

16-11

Northern Michigan

6-10

16-11
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14-13

Lake Superior State
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Cheers of “GV — SU” front faithful fans
cm Sunday helped elevate the Grand Valley
Stale University women's soccer team (17I-1) to its second straight NCAA Division II
Great Lakes regional title.
To cam that home. GVSU defeated Quincy
University (16-5-0) Friday 2-1 and then gutted
out another 2-1 victory Sunday, this tune
versus the Greyhounds from the University of
Indianapolis (17-5-1).
GVSU played a strong first half Friday,
scoring both of its goals in that frame, but
struggled in the second half It was the opposite
Sunday
‘They (Indianapolis) were strong all over
the field.'' said GVSU sophomore midfielder
Mcaghan Robinson ‘They played hard and
lough the whole 90 minutes “
The Greyhounds boasted fast forwards
and attacking midfielders, and they came out
running
Fifteen minutes into the game. Indianapolis
freshman forward Jamie Huebner received
a pass through the Laker hack line and beat
sophomore goalkeeper Knsrina Nastumo on
the break away
Despite being outworked for the majority
of the first half. GVSU had its opportunities to
tie the game, but failed lo capitalize
The half ended with Indianapolts up 1-0.

“We felt very lucky we weren't down two
or three goals," said GVSU head coach Dave
Dilanni.
The first 15 minutes of the second half were
a carbon copy of the first 15 of (he first half
The Greyhounds came out Mazing, looking for
that coveted two-goal cushion.
“We knew we needed to get that second
goal.” said Indianapolis head coach Drew
Roff
The Lakers survived the onslaught, and in
the 57th minute earned their first comer kick.
Three minutes later. Dilanni inserted into the
game freshman forward Ine Dennis to further
spark the offense, and freshman defender Ciara
McClellan as a stopper in an effort lo prevent
the type of pass through the Laker bark line
that resulted in the Indianapolis goal
It worked, and the Lakers started to gain
momentum and put pressure on the Greyhound
defense, which finally cracked in the 64th
minute
GVSU snphunwwv forward Katy Taller
tied the game with her 32nd goal of the season
when she received the ball just outside the 18.
created a little space for herself, found a lane
through the defense and fired a shot from 15
yards out to the bottom left comer of the net
Following Taller'i goal. Indianapolis
recovered and resumed its assault on the Laker
defense However, the additaei of McClellan
and the gritty play of her counterparts kept the
ball out of the Laker net
In the final 15 minutes of the eamr both

teams started to wear down, and as cheers from
GVSU fans grew louder, the l-akcr offense
started lo pick up steam
“The crowd was cheering and that really
gave us a boost." Robins**n said.
Dennis took advantage of a fatigued
Indianapolis defense in the 82nd minute with
her seventh goal of the year.
She sped down the right wing toward the
end line, turned the comer leaving her defender
ui (he dust, made a quick cut away from the goal
to heat a second defender and rippled the twine
from five yards out with a rocket shot over the
Greyhound goalkeeper's left shoulder
Dennis said it may not have been the best
goal of her career, hut it was definitely the most
exciting.
“She's going to he a very special player."
Dilanni said of Dennis "She’s better when
she's playing twi the cutting edge, almost out
of control "
This was a matchup plotting rwo formidable
foes against each trther. both in pursuit of the
same goal
“I think you saw two teams today that
wanted it," Dilanni added “It's about
execution, hut it’s also about heart "
With the win. GVSU advances to the NC AA
Division [I quarterfinals to take on the tram that
ousted them from the tournament last year, the
defending national champion Mavericks from
the University of Nehraska-Omaha
The game will he played Saturday at the
leaker soccer field in Allendale at I o.m
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Placing her shot: I rica vandefcoppie tips
the ball against Ferrnt State University on
Oct 27 GVSU fell to Ashland University in
the GltAC tournament championship Sunday

By Brandon Watson
GVl. Stttff Writer

The Laker* will now have then future
determined by the NCAA committee, as
they fall to 26-3 on the season.
The Grand Valley State University
volleyball team will find out today
where it will be seeded in the regional
tournament and at what site it will be
held.
“We think that because Hillsdale
went unbeaten in the tegular season
that they would host regtonals." said
head coach Deanne Scanlon “But our
strength of schedule was better, no we'll
find out on Monday "
Ashland University claimed the
automatic berth into the regxvud
tournament with its Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Athletx’ Conference win
Saturday after beating GVSU in four
games (26-30. 30-32. 30-18 and 1730k
“Ashland deserved to win the
tournament.” Scanlon said, “lb beat us
Set Volleyball, B10
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GV makes a
run at MSU

Volleyball payers honored by
(onfwnrr
Five Orand VUley Stale
Unvtntty votteybail athletes
were named to this year's Ail*
Great Lakes IntorcoDefiaie
Athletic
Conference
team.
Amunf (hr pack, junior Ubero
Allyaon Riley was named GL1AC
Ubero oi the Year. Riley’s
performance this year ranks her
at 22nd in the nation and first in
the conference for digs with 535
this season. She ranks second in
tie conference for serving aces.
Riley also received the award
last year.
Senior outside hitter Megan
Helaen and senior middle blocker
Meghan Moore were named to
tie All-Conference Pint Team.
This is Moore's second year with
the honor. Moure leads the team
in kills averaging 4.21 per game.
Helaen recorded 49 serving aces
this season.
Sophomore setter Jamie
Ashmore was named to the
GUAC Second Tbam. She led
the Lakers in assists during the
season with an average of 11.26
pagmc
Junior middle blocker Erica
Vandekopple was also named
to the team but as an honorable
mention selection. She is hitting
.306 on the season.

Laker men’s basketball narrowly loses to
the Spartans 61-57 at Van Andel Arena
By Marc Koorstra

GVL Staff Writer

GVSU swimming dominates
Friday event

The Grand Valley Stale
University men’s and women's
swimming and diving teams saw
a lot of action during the weekend.
The weekend was highlighted by
a dominating victory over Albion
College, which saw the Lakers
taking a total of 21 first place
finishes at the meet
The men's team took first
place positions in 10 events,
while the women grabbed the
first place position in 11. The
Lakers defeated Albion by a total
score of 132-54. The event wa
held at home on Friday.
Man's basketball continues
preseason schedule
After narrowly losing to
Michigan Stale University on
Tbeaday, the Grand Valley State
University men’s basketball
team will continue competing
against Division 1 competition as
it travels to Detroit to take on the
University of Detroit Mercy. The
Titans have yet to play a preaeaaon
game as they open their season
with the Lakers. The Titans will
also compete against another
Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference learn Ferris
State University on Friday.
“We are excited to get the
chance to play an outstanding
program like the University
of Detroit," said GVSU head
coach Ric Wesley after the
announcement of the game.
“Coach Perry Watson has done
an outstanding job at Detroit,
and we truly appreciate the
opportunity that he has given
us.”
Detroit Mercy belongs to the
Horizon League along with such
teams as Valparaiso. Butler and
Wright State universities.

OVt / Misty Minns
Disputing the call Sophomore Pete Trammell argues a foul he was given during GVSU's exhibition game against Michigan
State Unrvervty on Wednesday night The Spartans defeated the Lakers 61-57 at Van Andel Arena,

It may have only been on
exhibition game, but the Grand
Valley State University men’s
basketball team probably cannot
help but think it let one slip away
Junior Jason Jamenon scored
the find basket of Wednesday's
game against Michigan State
University, and the Lakers did not
give up their lead until just more
than three minutes remained in the
game GVSU even led Michigan
State by 16 points at one point in
the first half.
“We had a good year last
year, and maybe we're stupid
era High to think we could win this
game,” said Laker head coach Ric
Weslcy. "They have a really young
group, and we have four starters
back so we thought we would
have an advantage in terms of
cohesiveness."
The Spartans got things together
just in time to escape the Van Andel
Arena with a 61-57 victory.
Both teams looked sloppy early
on with the majority of points
coming from free throws. Sparked
by freshman David Thompson
coming off the bench. GVSU was
able to get into a rhythm and build
on its lead.
Apair of 3 -pointers by Thompson
highlighted a KM) run that gave the
Lakers a 26-10 advantage with four
minutes remaining in the first half.

The Spartans dal manage to cut the
lead to 26-21 at halftime behind the
shouting of Grand Rapids native
Drew Neitzel. their only returning
starter.
GVSU regained the momentum
in the second half behind some
quality outside shixXing. After a
key offensive rebound, Jamenon
found a wide open senior Kyle
C’arhart for a 3-pomter.
Jamerson followed it up with a
breakaway layup and a 3-pointer
of his own. Thompson added yet
another triple to push the Laker
lead to 13 points with 12 minutes
remaining
MSU fought its way back
behind Neitzel and center Goran
Sutton. A jumper by Travis Walton
gave the Spartans their first lead at
51-50.
MSU converted on its final
eight free throws to seal the victory.
They were 18 of 20 from the charity
stripe on the game.
"We hoped that we could be
competitive and have a chance,
and I’m proud of the guys for
competing hard." Wesley said.
“I'm disappointed that, coming
down the stretch, we made a lot
of mistakes, and you can’t do that
agaiast a well-coached team like
Michigan State."
MSU head coach Tom Izzo
credited GVSU with a fine
performance. He also said the firing
of Spartan fixxbaJl coach John L
See Men's Bball, B10

Lakers fall twice in preseason
Women’s basketball
team drops two
preseason games to
Division I opponents
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sportn Editor

If the Grand Valley Slate
University women's basketball
team was still flying high after last
year's NCAA Division H National
Championship year, its first week
of preseason action may have
snapped it back to here and now.
Thursday, the Lakers traveled
to East Lansing to take on Division
I Michigan State University. Only
two days later, the Lakers traveled
to Indiana to take on Valparaiso
University, also a Division I
program The Lakers fell in both
contests.
GVSU is no stranger to Division
I competition on its preaeason
schedule as it faced off against
both teams last year as well. The
Lakers fell to MSU, but defeated
Valparaiso by out-rebounding the
Crusaders last season.
The Lakers played the Spartans
in a close game Thursday, being
slightly outscored in each half of
play. However, the Lakers' style of

play earned respect on behalf of the
MSU players and staff.
“I was very impressed with
Grand Valley.” said Spartan head
coach Joanne McCallie "It was
exactly what 1 expected. I think
it’s early for us offensively —
our timing is off. but I'm not so
concerned about that. That will
come through time. I was happy
about some of the defensive things
we did."
The
Laken
opened
up
Thursday's contest against the
Spartans in a quick hole. The
Spartans bolted out to a 16-5 lead
early in the first half The Laken
chipped away at the lead slowly
through the first half and went in to
the kicker room down by a score
of 28-23
The lakers came exit of
halftime with added motivation as
they dashed in to the second half
with a 6-0 run. taking their first
lead of the game The remainder of
the game was a tug-of-war battle as
the Spartans and Laken exchanged
the lead and scoring runs.
The Spartans pulled away with
six minutes to go in the game when
they took a tie ball game (50-50)
and added a 9-0 run to close out the
rest of the game.
Senior guard Erika Ryskamp
led the Laken in scaring with 17

points, while junior guard Crystal
Zick was ckwe behind with 16.
The lakers shot solidly from the
five-throw line going 14-18 as well
as shraxing S5.6 percent from the
arc
The difference in the game
came in the rebounding department
as the Laken were outmatched
in terms of size. They grabbed
27 rebounds, led by Zick and
junior guard/forwarxl Courtney
Hammond Center Julia Braseth
was held to only three rebounds as
she bumped bodies with the tallest
Spartans on the team
The Spartans were led in
rebounding by guard Mia Johnson
but were aided heavily by the
freshman Grand Rapids native
AJlyvsa DeHaan DeHaan stands
at 6 feet 9 inches and was crowned
Miss Basketball in the State of
Michigan last year. DeHaan
recorded 17 points and six rebounds
during her limited time of actipn.
"Allyssa's very significant and
has been since day one,” McCallie
said. “There is nothing surprising
to me about AUyssa's play in any
way. She’s been learning things a
little bit."
McCallie added that she sees
the traditional matchup (Spartans
versus Lakers) continuing. but none
of them being played at GVSU.

GVl Atihiv* / Matt »u»1»rfMd
Running the offense: Guard Tauvhauna Churchwell drives the ball down the court
during a game last season The Lakers lost both of their preseason games this year

The Lakers dropped Saturday's
game to Valparaiso 50-45.
Ryskamp led scoring for the
Lakers once again with 18 points,
the only Laker to score in double
digits. The Crusaders spread the
offensive wealth around as 10

players scored, but none of them
amassed dcxibie digit numbers.
The Lakers will open their
regular season on Nov. 15 as they
play host to the University of
Minnesota-Duluth in the GVSU
Ficklhou.se Arena.

The rundown: Detroit sports
By John Faarup

GVL Stqff Writer
DETROIT PISTONS
Life without Ben Wallace has
been bittersweet. After suffer
ing a loss in their season opener
to the Milwaukee Bucks, the
Pistons have bounced back for
two straight wins courtesy of the
Boston Celtics and the Memphis
Grizzlies. Nazr Mohammed
stepped in nicely with 35 points,
28 rebounds and five blocks
in three games While lacking
the innate defensive ability of
Wallace. Mohammed has a nice
intenor touch with a good free
throw shooting percentage (79
percent last season).
The Pistons have already
showcased a deeper bench than
they had last year Jason Maxiell
gave an immediate boost with
13 points and two rebounds
in Saturday's game versus the
Onzziies. Richard Hamilton
also stepped up this year with 76
points. 12 assists and six steals
so far.
Roster notes Dale Davis is
out indefinitely with a strained
hamstnng Rashecd Wallace was
ejected from the first game of the
season due to having two techni

Faarup

cal fouls called
against him.
New rules were
passed this
year allowing
NBA refer
ees to have a
shorter leash
with players'
reactions to
foul calls

DETROIT LIONS
Same result, different day.
That is what Detroit Lions fans
are saying in reaction to their
pitiful I -6 start this year They

have been outscored 189-132
this year
However, their offense has
rax been the problem, as Jon
Kitna is the fifth leading passer
in the NFL with 1.853 yairds.
Giving up an average of 27
points per game is a problem
Head Coach Rod Mannelli is
not underestimating quarterback
Michael Vick.
"The perception is that he's
rax a thrower — he’s a great
thrower.” Mannelli said in a
press conference “This guy
has got a cannon, given enough
time, he'll drill you. There's

nobody in football like this guy.
You have to account for him on
every snap, which in your eight
man box. all of a sudden it's rax
an eight man box anymore."
Vick and the Falcons have
scored 70 points in the past two
games. The good news is, Mari
netti said, the Lions will have a
healthy defensive core this week.
As of press time, the Lions
score was not available.
Roster notes: Shaun Rogers is
still suspended due to a viola
tion of the NFL steroid policy.
Teddy Lehman. Shawn Bryson
and Damien Woody are all on

injured reserve.
DETROIT RED WINGS
After a shaky start, the De
troit Red Wings regained their
footing and won their last six
games. They are in second place
in the Central Division, (railing
only to the Nashville Predators
DETROIT TIGERS

The Detroit Tigers granted
general manager Dave Dombrowski a four-year extension
as a reward for turning around a
losing franchise. Hitting coach
Don Slaught resigned due to per
sonal reasons. Ivan Rodriguez
and Kenny Rogers both received
Gold Gloves for their sure
handed work on the baseball
diamond

join the fun
Pizza Bar $4.95 • 1 /21b Burgers $4.95

R. Daniel Berckiatti

OVSU Night • f vtry Sunday

Attorney at Law

.

U..00Mpn* pizza
$? 00 drafts. B 0 B i brews or domestic bottles

Practice I liulaonville 58lli District Court
6701 Lake Michigan Drive
(616) 895-7300

Monday Friday • 11 30om • 2 00pm
featuring a variety of sokxls & wood fired pizzas

Monday Night Football
MIP’s
Drug Charges
Drunk Driving

All Misdemeanors and Felonies
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GVSU senior and paintball club treasurer Zach Dunklee ducks to avoid being hit during the Grand Valley
State Invitational in Byron Center Saturday The lakers won the tournament

Club brings back title
By Brian Beaupied
GVL Staff Writer

The dreary weather plaguing
West Michigan throughout the
past couple weeks broke long
enough on Saturday in Byron
Center to squeeze in the second
annual Grand Valley State
Invitational, hosted by the GVSU
paintball club.
Instead of cloudiness and
gusty winds, peaks of sunshine
peaked through bringing tolerable
temperatures Rather than rain,
precipitation of another variety
fell — paint.

GVSU. the reigning top
team in its region and fifth in
the nation, made quick work
of its opponents in claiming its
first GVSU Invitational title,
improving on last year's l(Hh
place showing.
In four years as a club program.
the Lakers have finished in the
top 10 at nationals every year.
The weekend's tournament win
provided valuable points in the
standings for the Liters as they
again prepare for a run at the
national championship.
The Lakers had three teams
in the 11 team field of the GVSU

Invitational, which was hosted
by TC Paintball and Mayhem
Sports.
The
five-man
formal
tournament featured teams from
all over the region, including
the University of Michigan
and Michigan State. Michigan
Technological. Eastern Illinois
and Kettering universities.
In the format, five-man
teams play a hybrid cross of
elimination and capture the flag
styles of play. Five men start at
opposing ends and scatter upon

Student Senate thanks:

meijer

liiiitlioiit

See Paintball, B10

Runners jump regional hurdle
By Kevin Vallance
GVL. Stqff Writer

Both the men’s and women’s
Grand Valley State University
cross country teams succeeded in
repeating as NCAA Division II
Great Lakes Regional Champions
Saturday at the University of
Wisconsin-Parkside in Kenosha.
Wis.
The men’s team finished 24
points ahead of runner-up Wayne
State University with 36, while
the women accumulated 47

points, beating out second place
University of Wisconsin-Parkside
by 44 points on its own turf. The
victories gave the men's team its
fifth consecutive regional title,
while the women collected their
sixth in as many years.
The men’s and women’s teams
each had three runners finish
in the top 10. however it was
stellar performances by the Great
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference Runners of the Year
that stood out in the Lakers'
victories.
GVSU junior Nate Peck.

GLIAC Men’s Runner of the Year,
led the way for the men. breaking
the previous school record for the
10.000-meter by eight seconds
with a time of 31:30.0 en route to
the individual title.
On the women's side, it was
the GLIAC Women’s Runner
of the Year, sophomore laiura
Aderman. who led the pack for
the Lakers. Similar to Peck,
Aderman claimed the individual
crown with a GVSU record time
of 21:13.9. beating the previous
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Hours of Operation
Monday-Saturday 1 1am-2am
Sunday 12pm-2am
Happy Hour from 4pm-7pm Mon-Fri
Full food menu until 1am Every Night of the week.
Open for Lunch Daily

Tuesdays
*1 Domestic Drafts
'/j Off Appetizers

9pm 12am
9tm-

1 am

Wednesdays
*1 Domestic Beers
S1 Well Drinks
'h Off Appetizers

9pm*12am
9;*m-

}

am

0^0^^ !.11A ‘

Thursdays
*10 Bucket Beer

»
9pm-Um

Bloody Sundays
’4.00 Burgers & Fries

?r\i 8‘wt

*2.00 Bud Light Drafts 2pm*8pm
s3.°° Bloody Mary Bar All Day & All Night!
Over 60 Sauces, Mixes, and Spices to choose from!

(5®®® MOPU <§IMk5?0(i®y
448 Bridge NW

Grand Bapids

(616) 742-6015
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CarWash

t
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Muffler Repair

Joy Mar, Inc.

Muffler Man

235 Baldwin Ave.
jenison. Ml 49428

4181 lake Michigan Drive
Grand Rapids. Ml 49534

(616)45^54^^

(#1#) 455-270©

Collision Repair
Marz Collision
0 199 Lake Michigan Drive Dr NW
Grand Rapids. Ml 49534

t

~

^

Transmission Flush
Trans Service Plus
5455 Auto Court Drive, Suite C.
Allendale, Ml 49401

(616)89^©6^^^^^^^^^

Brake Inspection
Ensings Auto Repair
6815 Lake Michigan Drive
Allendale. Ml 49401

Pennzoil

(616) 895-6163

4212 Lake Michigan Drive
Grand Rapids, Ml 49534
(•16) 453 8038

2 things you can do today.

View this page Online

to keep your transmission on the road tomorrow.

1

Service your transmission every 30,000 miles
Check fluid levels

www.lanthorn.com

Mention this ad and receive
00

Need help with this? Call:

Get your car checked out
Supporting the Grand Valley Community for over 40 yearsl^

!20

Trans Service Plus, Inc.
5455 Auto Court Drive, Suite C.
Allendale, Ml
(616)892-4861

off a Complete Transmission Flush
Call for further details.

(Offer exprres June 15.2007)

CASCADE • JENISON • GREENVILLE

Competitive Pricing
Personal Service
Ensings Auto Service, Inc.

6815 Lake Michigan Drive
Allendale, Ml 49401
(616)895-6163

JOYMAR, INC.

www.joymarinc.com

"Trampoitation arrangements available

S20FF

Supar Wash (#3 PKG.)
ONLY $8 ($10.00 Value).
Includes: Exterior Wash, Under Flush,
Rust Inhibitor, Triple Clear Coat Conditioner,
Clear Coat Sealer, Super Dry!

Mon-Sat 7:00-9:00 • Sun 9:00-5:00

Not valid with any other offer. With coupon. Expires 11-30-06.

Cascade

Jenison

DW

Greenville

942-5361 467-4540 754-8482

uffler Man
& Discount Brake Center

COLLISION
SERVICES
■199 LAKE MICHIGAN OR. NW
GRAND RAPIDS. Ml 49534

(616) 453-4479

$16 full service oil changes

24 HOUR TOWING
ACCIDENTSBREAK DOWNSFLAT BEDJUMP STARTSTIRE CHANGES-LOCKOUTS-

WE NOW SELL COOPERTIRES!
Free Rotation & Repair for Lifetime of Tire
Out-the-Door Pricing
Standale Location Only, See store for details

WWW MARZCOLLISION COM
✓heck your vehicle s repair progres
?4 7 with Auto Watch

COLLISION REPAIR
INSURANCE WORKDUPONT PAINT W/LIFETIME WARRUNIBODY/FRAME REPAIRWOLF” DIGITAL MEASURING SYSTALL MAKES AND MODELSLIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

OTHER SERVICES AVAILABLE!
Oil changes • Belts A Hoses • Exhaust • Brakes • Front End • A/C Service
Shocks • Struts • CV Joints & Shafts • ABS Diagnostics -Tire Rotations
Front End Alignment (Standale Only) • Batteries & Charging Systems
Coolant Drain & Fill - Transmission Fluid & Fitter Services • Discounted Services

DAILY CUSTOM DUAL EXHAUST SPECIALS... Call or Stop in for •stimaU!

-

Jenison
Discounts available for GVSU students
and faculty Call for details

7500 Main Street
457 6150

M-F 8 am-6pm
SAT 8 am-3 pm

Standale
4181 Lk Michigan Dr.
453-2700

\

i

A&E

Michelle Pawlak, A6E Editor
arts®lanthorn com
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Students garner awards
for Shakespearean art
By Annelise

L

Gray

GVL Staff Writer

Shakespeare's works came alive
last Saturday as students discussed,
sang, spoke and performed his
writings at the Shakespeare Student
Competition Awards Ceremony.
The competition was open to
all Grand Valley State University
students. The winning pieces were
showcased in the GVSU Loosemore
Auditorium during the ceremony,
while students presented the thesis
of their papers and performed songs
containing Shakespeare's words
and monologues.
Funded by the Shakespeare
Festival committee, the competition
was organized and judged by Sufen
Lai. a member of the Shakespeare
Festival committee for more than
10 years. The contest runs in
conjunction with the Grand Valley
Shakespeare Festival, this year
serving as the end of the festival.
"(The student competition)
serves to tie in student participation
as a part of the festival, though it
is not limited to ShakespeareLai
said.
Three different categories were
available for entries including
performance, fine ails and writing

GW / Kyfc A. Hmdta
GVl / Matt
Staging their act GVSU junior Scott Watson restrains Sarah Turkstra during a
performance of 'Bard to Go" m the Pew Campus' loosemore Auditorium Watson
was awarded second place m the performance category at the Shakespeare Student
Competition Awards Ceremony preceding the play

Though there were no entries in the
fine arts category this year, prizes
were awarded separately in each of
the other categories.
First prize received $100,
second. $75. third. $50 and
honorable mention entries received
a copy of the book “Where in the
World." Lai said. Along with the
monetary prize, students who won
first prize will have their names
engraved permanently on a plaque

that will hang in Lake Huron Hall.
The writing category received
the most submissions of any
category this year, resulting in
many more than last year's contest,
said Managing Director James
Bell. Students who submined in
this category composed creative
writings, essays and critical
analysis peitauung to Shakespeare
or the time period between the
See Festival, B7

'Borat' puts the fun back in funny
Faarup
GVL staff Writer

By John

crew’s first stop is in New Yotk
City, and immediately Borat s lack
of cultural understanding ends up
getting him in trouble.
Riding the subway, he attempts
to introduce himself by initiating
a kiss on both cheeks to unaware
passengers. His suitcase then
accidentally opens up. exposing a
chicken that violently flies around
the subway car. He calls black
people “chocolate face." talks
about killing all the Jews and
laughs in the face of a group of
feminists after they explain that
men and women should be equal
The film seemingly caters to

Crude, misogynist and the
funniest film of the year. “Bora!:
Cultural Learnings of America
for Make Benefit Glorious Nation
of Kazakhstan" crosses every
politically correct boundary there
is and has a great time doing so.
The lead character Borat
(Sacha Baron Cohen) hails
horn the nation of Kazakhstan,
and he has been assigned by
the government to create a film
documenting the cultures and
customs of the United States. The

the lowest common denominator
of funny, however “Bora!" is in
reality the smallest of satires.
Cohen uses his stereotypical tnuts
to reflect the true nature of the
people around him.
When he visits a rodeo in
Virginia to sing the national
anthem, he meets a man who
tries to convince him to shave off
his mustache because he “looks
too Muslim," and then the man
proclaims all homosexuals should
be lynched. A meeting with a
group of college kids in an RV has
to make movie goers wonder how
See Borat, B7

Hitting the low notes: Bassist T J. Milo of Spitalfield. a Chicago based band, performs m the GVSU Fieldhouse Areife with his
band on Wednesday evening The event also included a performance by Grand Rapids band Pop Evil and a question and answer
session about the music business with Kevin Lyman, creator and producer of the Warped Tour

Tour creator fields
industry questions
Vans Warped Tour
creator, producer
explains the music
business, live bands
play at GVSU
By Michelle Pawlak
GVL A&E Editor

The Fiekfhou.se was not filled
with the typical squeak of shoes
on a hardwood floor or cheers of
Laker pride Wednesday night. It
reverberated sounds of guitars and
music industry jargon.
Spotlight Productions hosted
a lecture from music industry
insider, Kevin Lyman, sandwiched
between two live performances by
local group Pop Evil and national
band Spitalfiekl.
Lyman, producer and creator of
the international music and extreme
sports festival Vans Warped Tour,

said he wanted to give students the
opportunity to talk to someone with
his experience in the music industry
and get honest answers
He encouraged the question and
answer format of the lecture, first
introducing himself then quickly
taking questions from anyone in
the audience for more than 30
minutes.
Students
presented
topics
ranging from Lyman’s own
experiences with musicians and
tips on how to promote bands and
where he thinks the future of the
music industry is headed
"When you’re here in college
and you have passion, pursue it,”
he said. “Use the opportunities you
get because when you get out. life’s
responsibilities get greater."
Lyman also touched on what
he thought when the Vans Warped
Tour was inducted into the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame recently.
“I think it's important.” he said

“I’d like to sit back and relax, but
I’ve got to keep working. There
are people who want to knock me
down."
The event was the first Spotlight
combination of lecture and music,
said Ben Hodges. GVSU senior
and Spotlight Chair for Comedy
and Lecture. He added he thought
bringing in someone from the
musk industry would be a unique
experienced, opposing the typical
lecture style.
“We figured it was a lecture
that would appeal to a wider range
of students,” Hodges said. “It’s
a new idea for lecture. Most are
on specific topics like leadership.
This is a more entertainment-styled
thing.”
Hodges teamed up with
Spotlight Chair of Music and
GVSU sophomore Shan Lancaster
to add live musk to the night.
“1 know a lot of students at this
See Lyman, B7

COMPLIMENTARY MOVIE TICKETS

Great U.S. Presidents:
7 Talks by Richard Norton Smith

Haucnstcin Center Scholar in Residence
♦

*

*

invite you and a guest to a special advance screening!

Grand Valley Students,..
Attend 4 or more talks, and bring your
student ID, for a chance to win Meijer
gift cards worth $50, $100, or $150!
it

it

it

Does Character Coant?
Sunday, November 12, 4:00 PM
Gerald R. Ford Museum Auditorium

The Sarprlsing George Washington
Monday, November 13, 11:00 AM
250 Kirkhof Center. Grand Valley State. Allendale campus

The Fiery Trial of Abraham Lincoln
Monday, November 13, 2:00 PM
250 Kirkhof Center, Grand Valley State. Allendale campus

The Gold In the Gilded Age
Tuesday, November 14. 1:00 PM
215 Kirkhof Center. Grand Valley State. Allendale campus

Theodore Roosevelt and the Bally Palpit
Tuesday, November 14, 4:00 PM
215 Kirkhof Center. Grand Valley Suite. Allendale campus

Wilson and the Law of Unintended Conseqaences
Wednesday, November 15, 11:00 AM
Cook-Dcwitl Auditorium. Grand Valley State. Allendale campus

Roosevelt and Reagan: Eternal Optimists
Wednesday. November 15, 7:30 PM
Loosemore Auditorium, DeVoa Center Building E
Grand Valley Slate, downtown Grand Rapids campus

www.allpresidents.org
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Rickard Noron Smith,
award-winning presidential
historian and former direc
tor of five presidential li
braries, will visit Grand
Rapids as a Haucnstcin
Center Scholar in Resi
dence. He will deliver
seven lectures from Novem
ber 12th to the ISth on
American presidents
’’There's no excuse for a dull
book, a dull museum, or a
dull speech, especially when
dealing with history — the
most fascinating subject I
know.” Tiue to his wool
Richard Notion Smith's ^'r
lively accounts of presiden
tial history have made him a
familiar face to viewets of
C-SPAN. as well *i The

News Hour with Jim Ichrer,
where be appears regularly
as part of the show's roundtable of historians. At
founding director of the
Abraham Lincoln Prcsidcn-.
tial Library and Museum in
Springfield, Illinois, and
before that ft* director of the
Hoover. Eisenhower.
Reagan and Ford Libraries.
Smith has introduced mil
lions of visitors to a history
rarely, if ever, glimpsed in
textbooks. ,
As an author, Smith has won
accolades for such historical
ptgetumers as Patriarch: *

George Washington and the
Sew American Nation,
Thomas K Dewey and His
Times. and The Colonel:
The L\fr Ond Legend if V
Robert R. McCormick

TNa Mm w rated R tor Vtotenca Soma Graphic Nudity Soxuai Content Languagoand Soma Oug Uaa
Oxter 17 raqutnta accompanying parent or lagai guanfcan

The first 75 people to stop by the The Grand Valley Lanthorn office
with a valid student I.D., will win a pass good for two!

Call the Haaeatteln
Center at (iU) U1-277$
to reserve year spot Or
RSVPon the web,
WWW, aJlpresidenta.org,

The Grand Valley Lanthorn is located at 100 Commons in Allendale.
IINM quamitiM VWUa auppftM Hat LotM one pmt pm panon
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Saddam to hang
As the verdict was read.
Saddam yelled. “Long live the
people and death to their enemies.
Long live the glorious nation, and
death to its enemies!’*
His lawyer said the former
dictator called on Iraqis to reject
sectarian violence and refrain from
revenge against U S. forces.
“The verdict placed on the
heads of the former regime does
not represent a verdict for any one
person. It is a verdict on a whole
dark era that has was unmatched
in Iraq’s history,” said Noun
al-Maliki. Iraq’s Shiite prime
minister.
Some feared the court decision
could exacerbate the sectarian
violence that has pushed the
country to the brink of civil war.
after a trial that stretched over
nine months in 39 sessions and
ended nearly 3 1/2 months ago
The verdict came two days before
midterm elections in the United
States widely seen as a referendum
on the Bush administration's
policy in Iraq. U.S. and Iraqi
officials have denied the timing
was deliberate

Iraqi High Tribunal
sentences Saddam,
co-defendants to
hang for killings of
148 people
By Hamza Hendawi
Associated Press Writer

BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) Saddam Hussein was convicted
Sunday and sentenced to hang
for crimes against humanity in
the 1982 killings of 148 people in
a single Shiite town. The ousted
leader, trembling and defiant,
shouted “God is great!” as the
(udge handed down the verdict.
Saddam, his half brother and
another senior official in his regime
weir convicted and sentenced to
death by the Iraqi High Tribunal in
one of the most highly publicized
war crimes trials since the
Nuremberg tribunals for members
of Adolf Hitler’s Nazi regime and
its slaughter of 6 million Jews in
the World War 0 Holocaust.

The White House praised the
Iraqi judicial system and denied
the United States had been
“scheming" for the verdict.
Iraqis “are the ones who
conducted the trial. The Iraqi
judges are the ones who spent
all the time pouring over the
evidence ... It’s important to give
them credit for running their own
government." said Tony Snow, the
president's spokesman.
In north Baghdad's heavily
Sunni Azamiyah district, clashes
broke out between police and
gunmen. Elsewhere in the capital,
celebratory gunfire rang out.
’This government will be
responsible for the consequences,
with the deaths of hundreds,
thousands or even hundreds of
thousands, whose blood will be
shed.” Salih al-Mutlaq. a Sunni
political leader, told the Al-Arabiya
satellite television station.
Saddam and his seven codefendants were on trial for a
wave of revenge killings carried
out in the city of Dujail following
a 1982 assassination attempt on
the former dictator.
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Associated Press Miter

DETROIT (AP) — Democrats
rallied with President Clinton
while former New York Mayor
Rudy Giuliani campaigned for
Republicans Saturday as both sides
concentrated on encouraging their
supporters to go to the polls.
Noting there is a clear choice
between Gov. Jennifer Granhoim,
U.S. Sen. Debbie Stabenow and
their GOP opponents. Clinton said
it is time voters put more Democrats
in office this election.
’There
is
something
fundamentally wrong with the way
our country has been run." he tokl
hundreds of Democrats at Wayne
State University’s athletic center,
where the party faithful lined up
outside in cold weather before 8
ua
However.
Giuliani
said
Granhoim’s Republican challenger.

AP Photo ' Carlo* Osorio

Uniting their party: Former President Clinton stands with Gov Jennifer Granhoim
at a Michigan Democrats rally on Saturday m Detroit Clinton also urged the crowd
to re-elect U S Sen Debbie Stabenow He said there is a "clear choice' between
Democrats and Republicans, and it is time voters put more Democrats m office

Dick De\bs, is a leader who can
turn around Michigan’s poor
economy. He criticized Granhoim
and likened DeVfos to Jim Ley land,
who managed the Detroit Tigers to
the World Series in his first year on
the job.
There’s no reason for Michigan
to have lost the number of jobs that

you lost while America was gaming
jobs if. in fact, you had a governor
who knew how to deal with this
problem." Giuliani told a vocal
crowd at the Royal Oak Boys and
Girls Club. “Somebody has to be
accountable when you've had this
kind of poor performance."
Clinton
said
Granhoim’s

Spring session is just
around the corner.

World news in Hrief

■*l

Granhoim, D«Vos campaign
in Detroit churches
SOUTHFIELD. Mich. (AP)
— Gubernatorial candidates
Dick DeVoa and Jennifer Gra
nhoim. far apart on how to ad
dress some of the key issues
facing Michigan, began their
Sunday campaigning separated
by less than five miles in the De
troit area.
DeVta. the Republican chal
lenger. met members of Detroit
World Outreach before their 8
a m service and was scheduled
to visit Christian Tabernacle in
Southfield later in the morning
Granhoim. the incumbent
Democrat, visited Greater Grace
Temple in Detroit.

AP Photo / Scott NaKon. Pool

Receiving conviction: Former Iraqi president Saddam Hussem, holding the
Quran, reacts as the verdict is delivered during his trial held under tight security in
Baghdad's Green Zone on Sunday The Iraqi High Tribunal found Saddam Hussein
guilty of crimes against humanity and sentenced him to die by hanging

Clinton, Giuliani show support for candidates
By David Eggert

digest

economic plan — which aims to
diversify the state’s economy and
make it less dependent on domestic
automakers — is the best he has
seen. He said DeVbs. a wealthy
businessman, and Stabenow’s
opponent. Mike Bouchard, favor
tax breaks for the rich.
“I’ve been rich. I’ve been poor.
I like rich better, but I think I ought
to pay my fair share to America."
Clinton said, adding that voters
want public officials to be guided
by common sense over ideology.
The rally drew Democrats like
Steven Snead, a self-described
political junkie and teacher from
Detroit who is changing jobs and
plans to help with voter turnout by
going door to door Tuesday
He and others held signs
and cheered, especially when
Democratic candidates blasted
Proposal 2. a statewide ballot
measure that would bar Affirmative
Action in public university
admissions.

“Proposal 2 is bad for you!” the
crowd yelled.
"It’s our time." said United Auto
Workers President Ron Gcttelfinger
to the bakers. “For once, the wind is
not in our face. It’s at our back."
Granhoim.
Stabenow
and
other Democratic candidates also
spoke at the rally before tounng
elsewhere. DcVbs and Bouchard
made separate campaign stops
around the Detroit area Saturday
Bouchard, in a televised
interview with Fox News, predicted
voters will decide to elect him in
place of Stabenow. who is running
for a second six-year term.
"Michigan's unique We need
jobs." Bouchard said. Oakland
County’s sheriff "We’re the only
state in America who lost jobs three
straight years, and (Stabenow’s)
answer is to bring Bill Clinton in to
talk about raising taxes. That's not
what Michigan needs — it’s not
what the country needs."

Taiwanese president denies
he embezzled public money
TAIPEI. Taiwan (AP) - Tai
wanese President Chen Shuibian apologized Sunday for
causing political turmoil that
hurt “the nation's image." but
denied prosecutors' allegations
that he was involved in embez
zling money from a special fund
for diplomacy.
The president and his family
have been dogged by graft alle
gations for months. On Friday,
prosecutors indicted first lady
Wu Shu-chen on embezzlement,
forgery and petjury chaiges. She
was accused of taking $450,000
from a special diplomacy fund.
Prominent Missouri Catholics
support stem cell research
KANSAS CITY. Mo (AP)
— A group of prominent Catho
lics is challenging church lead
ers' opposition to stem cell
research and to the proposed
Constitutional amendment that
would protect such research in
Missouri.
The group, led by former
Sen. Tom Eagleion, emailed
a letter to fellow Catholics last
week explaining its reasons
for supporting Amendment 2,
which Missourians will vote on
Tuesday
The amendment would en
sure any federally approved
stem cell research and treatments
would be available in Missouri.

^QBooks and 1
supplies

$899
Transportation^^
from

Do you have enough
money to cover all the

Other expenses

$1,792

costs of school?
Room and board
$7,214
This time of year, many students need additional

■

money to help fill the gap in their school financing.

1

If you're like them, and have already explored the
federal student loan options available to you but
are still in need, consider a National City Private
Undergraduate Loan:
• Get up to $40,000“ now.
• Defer payment until graduation.'**
• Have a check on its way in as little as five business days
mailed directly to you.

Apply for a National City Private Undergraduate Loan today.
Go to 6.nationalcity.com or caij toll free 800-656-1778
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Festival
continued from poge 05

Renaissance and the end of the
18th century
GVSU communications and
theaiermajorljMirynMiceUreceived
an hiwxrable mention award for her
evuiy about the strength of Helen in
a “Midsummer's Night Dream."
“I was surprised when they
e mailed me.” she said. "I didn't
really expect to get anything ”
The wnting category winner
was Stewart Martin, while second
place rec ipients were Caleb Brown
and Catherine Guanno Thud place
went lo Bnxike Hcintz. and Latricia
Phillips, and honorable mentions
were Enc Bower and Lauryn
MiodL
Submissions in the performance
category could have been a stage,
music or dance performance
pertaining Shakespeare it the same
time penod as specified for the
writing criteria.
Jason Coffey won first place
in the performance category,
while second went to Alexandra
Coolingly and Scott Watson, and
Kelsey Sprague received thud.
“I think my piece was chosen
because it is u very powerful piece,
because Henry is talking to his
army." Watson said after reciting a
monologue from “Henry V." "Also,
it was the only monologue, so it
used Shakespeare's language ”
The competition was advertised
through fliers and online ads on the
GVSU Calendar of Events. Lai said
she also sent out e-mails to students
to help generate interest.
"Next year we are going to
address the visual arts" Bell said.
"We'll talk to faculty and try to get
more submissions through working
with professors "
Bell added (hat next year the
committee Is considering accepting
entries in the wnting category
during the winter semester because
of the Shakespeare classes held
dunng that time
The entertainment following the
award ceremony was the annual
outreach program. "Bard to Go."
“(This program) demonstrates
Shakespeare doesn't need to be
confusing and inaccessible." Bell
said.
The fix-us of this year’s “Bard
to Go” was a kxtk at the costs of
violence in society, using such
plays as "King Lear." “Hamlet"
and ‘Taming of the Shrew.”

Lyman
continued from poge 05

industry," Lancaster said "We
thought adding music to Kevin's
lecture would complete the mghl.”
Local Grand Rapids hand
Pop Evil warmed up the crowd
beginning at 8 p.m. After Lyman's
presentation.
the
nationally
renowned Chicago band Spitalftekl
played its pop-rock style of music
fur about an hour. Spitalfield.

Borat
continued from poge 05

some people gut into college.
He makes people feel comfortable
in situations, attempting to draw
out their hidden prejudices.
Burst's journey takes him
across the country and places him
in every type of awkward situation
possible while traveling in an ice
cream truck he purchased at a car
dealership When riding through a
neighborhood, he stops and talks
to a group of blacks and asks them

Monday. November 6. 2006

whose latest album hit stores last
month, toured with Lyman's 2006
Warped Tour
Onginally.
Lancaster
said
Spotlight picked The Spill Canvas
to perform after Lyman, but when
the band bumped up its price.
Spitalftcid was a better tit fur the
budget. She said she was happy with
the choice though, since Spitalfield
is an up-and coming band Pup Evil
approached Spotlight after it found

out through word-of-mouth that
Lyman was coming to speak
Lyman hung around through
Spitalfield's performance to field
any other questions and get some
one-on-one time with students
"I hope (students) were
entertained and learned something,
because Kevin Lyman has a
world of knowledge that isn't
readily available to most people.’'
Lancaster said.

how he can talk and dress like
them. Afterward, he tries to rent
a hotel room speaking in heavy
ebonies, only to find himself
kicked out by security
Borat eventually finds his world
turned upside down when he sees
a picture of Pamela Anderson. He
decides he will travel to California
and many her. the Kazakhstan
way. The thought of being with her
consumes him. and he will go to
any length to attain her.
The plot is largely
inconsequential and only exists

to provide a platform for Borat lo
travel from situation to situation,
attempting to induce the most
ludicrous reactions possible.
The film is a car accident.
People drive by and cannot help
from staring at the sheer spectacle
of it. On a topical level, it is easy
to dismiss the film as a childish
and just plain stupid, but given a
chance, it will be plain to see that
"Borat" is indeed one of the must
rewarding comedies in a long time.
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DON'T RENT... OWN!
start collecting equity instead of r«nt receipts
This Ground-Floor Condo Faaturts:
Two 11'xl 3' Bedrooms with Private Entrances
Two Full Baths
Two HUGE Walk-in Closets ^
4 ‘89,900/
Two Patios
Two Carports
Kitchen with all Appliances
Laundry on Premises
Located in a quiet area
Lots of Storage
Pets Welcome!

Walking Distance to GVSU, 17 min. to Downtown
Open House: Saturday, November 11,1-3pm
Lk. Michigan Or. (M-4S) to 40th Avonuo. North to Condo
l.jur.i knelK

SMITH-DIAMOND

616 262 1103

laurakoctjcfl) grar com
w ww htmvcN2hu) net
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See puzzles on 88

Allendale (East) 895-9045
Allendale (West) 895-5177
Hudsonville 662-3907
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$30 ! 8 visits $21
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Must present coupon Expires 11/13/06
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College Night
Gift Card

Wednesday Nights
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Bands
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Other tans pale
in comparison.
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Hours:
Mon*Thur 7am-Midnight
Friday 7am-10pm
Sat 9am-5pm / Sunday Noon-6pm
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3 Jagi rbomps
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Burritos
2 i or 1
1 1 AM- 1 11'M
GkF AT PORCOllf Gf BUDGET!

925 4 Mile Rd.
(west

of

Allendale

Alpine)

10383 42nd Ave. / 892-1251

785-7383
TEOUILAWIUYS.COM

TheBetterTan com

Next to Papa John's irv front of Brian's B(K>ks on Campus
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Shopping List
^2,000ft2 of breathing room
® Private Bath
Fitness Center
Recreation Room
private Entrances
gf washer & Dryer
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FREEInternetand a

_ wwwxteech;com 895-2900
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Strange, but true
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP) No shut, no service? What about
no clothes at all?
A couple that began squabbling
in a motel room Friday morning
carried their dispute over to an
adjacent Waffle House restaurant
in the nude, police said.
The woman, who was not
identified, told officers she was
staying in a room with Larry Boyd
when he took a hit of cocaine,
started trashing their room and
choked her
She ran in the buff to the nearby
restaurant and kicked herself in
the bathroom Boyd, also naked,
followed her into the restaurant
and then fled in a car.
He was arrested — still naked
— after a short chase by police and
was charged with driving under
the influence and felony evading
arrest, among other charges. It was
not immediately clear whether he
had an attorney.

ACROSS
1 * Romeo
(eer)
6 Beaver* con
*
*t ruction
8 Deapot
12 Probe who
played
GoMNnger
13 401 (k) alter
native
14 Enormous
15 Egg
16 Spinal
column part
18 Male escort
20 Dental
buildup
21 Reddishbrown quartz
23 Apiece
24 Upright
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Find answers on B7

<looking Ifrot a change

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and each
small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.
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DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: A A •

of scenety?

check out ^heLO'pfS
Fun Trendy 1 & 2 Bedroom
Floor Plans

★ Moderate

★ * Challenging

**★ HOO BOYI

Ce006 t>y long
SOMERSET. Pa. (AP) - A
man accused of biting off a piece

Syr**** lx Wortd

Wireless Building
Located in the heart of downtown GR
Fitness Center

reewved

36 Colonial
loyalists
38 Theater
district
40 Thanksgwing
abbr.
42 "The
Amazing •"
43 Uncontrol
lable
44 Sandwich
shop
46 Cowardly Oz
critter
47 GiNigan's
home
48 Two-timers
50 Sleep
phenom

C MOO K.«t fvtwet Syad Uc

8
7

1

7

5

8 •- a Small
HotaT
9 Taka away
10 Taj Mahal city
11 Caboose's
place
17 Spigot
19 • -back
(mallow)
22 Michelangelo
sculpture
DOWN
1 Quite eager 24 Compete
2 Jeana-maker 25 Historic time
26 Look like
Straus*
3 1980s dance 27
29 Seek
4 Maximally
restitution
5 Wed no more
30 Common
6 Exist
contraction
7 Shopping
33 For fear that
venue

£

4

table* singer
53 Romanian
money
54 Snitched
55 Supplements.
with 'out*
56 Minion of 32
Across
57 Individuals

£

1

1
6

31 Rage
32 Mephietopheles
34 Prompt
35 Bridge
position
37 Amueed
39 A billion
year*
41 Lucy1* hubby
42 Musket
accessory
45 Slanted type
49 One who’s
sometimes
outgoing.
sometimes
shy
51 Bart's sister
52 ‘Un forget-

Q.

PATNA. India (AP) - Police
charged a suspect after a bus
driver was robbed of his fares, then
realized the suspect was a 3-month
old baby.
The boy, Parveen Kumar, had
been listed along with his father on
an initial charge sheet after the bus
driver was robbed, police in the
eastern Indian state of Bihar said
Friday.
The baby had been charged with
robbery, extortion and banditry,
said local superintendent of police
Rattan Sajai.
Though the robbery in the
remote village of Muz/afarpur
occurred Sept. 19. the fact that a
prime suspect was an infant only
came to light recently when police
launched their investigation. Sanjai
said.
Police blamed the bus driver,
saying he reported the baby as a
conspirator because of a personal
grudge he had with the father.
The charges against the boy
have since been dropped. Sanjai
said.

______ King Crossword

Monday night after the victim asked
them to leave his home, and Martin
bit the man on the forehead.
Martin was earlier charged
with assault, accused of biting off
two inches of the man 's bottom lip
during a July dispute, police said.
He was being held Thursday
at the Somerset County Jail
on $13,000 bond. It was nut
immediately clear whether he had
an attorney.

of a man’s lip several months ago
is now accused of attacking and
biting the same man on the head,
police said.
Jason Todd Martin. 28. of
Fnedens. was arraigned Tuesday
before District Judge Arthur Cook
on charges of aggravated assault,
simple assault, disorderly conduct
and harassment.
Police alleged that Martin and
two other men beat the victim on

lanthornegvsu.edu

The Lofts
(616)234.0100
Call for Appt Today!

Computer Lab

loftcd'eenhoorn.com

Affordable Downtown Living
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Going up?
The ascent starts here The DeVos Graduate School of Management is more than an MBA. It's an investment in future success.
We provide graduates with the skills and abilities that give them an edge over the competition
in a global business economy. Vision to not only react to change, but to drive it Are you ready?
The DeVos Graduate School of Management at Northwood University Achieve More 800 MBA 9000
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT

Located In the heart of down
town Grand Rapid* on the sec
ond floor of the B.O.B Every
Sunday night la GVSU college
night. There are discount* on
food and drinks every Sunday.
Also Includes free pool. Call for
directions or further questions
616-356-2000

Looking to go tanning but want
to stay close to campus? For
ever Sun is closest to you with
two locations right in Allendale
We give discounts to GVSU stu
dents and run weekly specials
Please call us with any further
questions at 616-895-9045

Looking for photography stu
dent to photograph wedding.
$2 5/hour
Call
Amy,
616-283-2700

Having car trouble? Call Muffler
Don’t let the cost of books Man at 616-453-2700. Free in
weigh you down. Let Brian s spections. no appointment nec
Books save you money on your essary and we guarantee the
new and used textbooks. Ask lowest price Located in both
an upperclassman, Brian's is Jenison and Standale choose
the better bookstore. Located the location closest to you. Also
across from the water tower on offer a Grand Valley discount
Allendale campus and on Fulton which includes a full oil change
Street near downtown Grand for only $16
Raptos campus.
Tanning The Beach Shack,
Lights out when not in use help Tanning Salon $30 month un
to save energy in simple ways. limited, no copay's, no member
Thanks for your help Facility fees. 2 1/2 minutes south on
Services
48th Ave. 662-1956
Do you like to go bowling?
Every Wednesday from 9:30
pm-12midnight, Fairlanes hosts
College Night. 3 games plus
shoes for just $6.00! Also, there
are many drink and food spe
cials. Bring friends for a great
night out! 3335 Fairlanes Ave.,
Grandville 616-534-6038

Gotten in trouble with the law?
Please call Dan Berchiatti
616-895-7300. the Criminal De
fense Attorney in Allendale. He
will help you with MIP's, Drug
Charges, and all other misde
meanors and felonies.

WANTED

Child care needed for 5 year old
daughter of Professor. 1-2 af
ternoons a week in Grandville.
Call 724-1838 for more informa
tion.
PART TIME INCOME Good
starting pay. flexible schedules,
customer sales/service, no ex
perience
necessary.
Call
241-6303 or apply at
workforstudents.com
Now hiring: Exotic dancers, fe
male
and
male.
Great
money/flexable hours. No nu
dity required. Apply in person at
Parkway Tropics, 814 Lake
Michigan Dr Just east of down
town campus.
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary Training provided. Age
18-f Okay. Call 1 -800-965-6520.
ext. 226.
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:

Allendale Campus

*10* pet week up to 25 words.
• Each additional word 25C

Cdhtakan Monday '"day **

331-2460

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

NW Grand Rapids 4 bed 1/2
bath home by the zoo. Dish
washer. washer & dryer. 3 min.
drive from downtown campus
1 block from GVSU bus route.
Sage quiet neighborhood
$375/person (4 people) includes
gas. (616)460-4150

Jenison Duplex for Rent with
FREE INTERNET Immaculate 3
BR. 2 BA 1600 sq. feet with
NEUTRAL COLORS, large
kitchen, living room, office,
laundry room, finished garage,
new berber carpet, partially
fenced wooded backyard, deck,
storage space. 2-story, on quiet
cul-de-sac. FREE INTERNET!
Laaa than 2 mRaa from 1-196 &
44th. Five minutes to M-6. AH
appliances. No smoking or
pets. $85Q/month. Utilities not
included except water. Matt
(616)291-1887

Campus West Apartments and
Town Homes now leasing for
2007/2006. Great location and
price for students. Apartments
begin at $290.00 per month per
person and Town Homes at
$325.00. Washers and dryers
are in each town house unit.
Stop by our leasing office or cad
616.895.5904. Bus stops out
front.

Home for rant- 4 bedroom, 2
bath, attached 2 stall garage on
Private drive. Newly remodeled.
Close
to
downtown
$2000/month Short-term lease
available.
942-1117
or
437-2260
Looking for a change of scen
ery? Check out the Lofts. Lo
cated in downtown Grand Rap
ids. Call (616) 234-0100 or email
us at loftOeenhoom.com
Apartment Finders! We help you
find better studios, apartments,
and townhomes at lower prices,
starting $419/month, $125
Apartment Rebate Available.
300 Apartments & Retails on
line. 800-520-2463, www.gopromo.com

Score big savings! Close to
GVSU. Great floor plans and
approved pets are invited. Stu
dio. one and two bedroom
apartments are available. Visit
wwweenhoorn.com or call
(616)453-7999

Off Campus Housing- starting
at $280.00/month. 2 bedroom,
1 bath. Price includes utilities
except electric. Optional den.
CaN Cottonwood Forest Condo
miniums • 616-457-3714
Home for rent- 3 bedroom. 2
bath, attached 2 stall garage.
East Grand Rapids schools.
Newty
remodeled.
$1500/month. Short term lease
available.
942-1117
or
437-2260

The Grand Valley Lanthorn is
looking for illustrators for spe
cial projects and political car
toons. $25 to $100 per project.
Bring samples of work to 100
Commons. Call for an appoint
ment. 331-2464

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR
FOR SALE
QVSU STUDENTS, FACULTY,
AND STAFF. TWO INSER
TIONS PER ORDER, 2S Home for sale- Why waste
WORDS OR LESS, SUBJECT money on rent? 4 bedroom. 2
LOST & FOUND
TO QVL APPROVAL. MUST bath with big rec. room. 10,000
of
new
improvements.
Loeated
ORDER THROUGH GVSU
Lost something? Found some
E-MAIL VIA LANTHORN.COM in Standale. call Skip O thing? Get the word out. Goto
616-308-4286
WEBSITE. CLICK ON
lanthom.com and click
"CLASSIFIEDS” UNDER
"classifieds".
"FEATURES" AND FOLLOW
DIRECTIONS. IF YOU HAVE
MARKETING MAJORS
QUESTIONS CALL 331-2460.
Enter to Win $10,000! Every
time you use an LMCU ATM on
Campus, you can enter to WINI
Locations
In
Commons.
42nd/Pierce, Rec. Center. Kirkhof Center. Kleiner Commons.
Call
616-242-9790
or
1-800-242-9790
There's a real farm close to youl
Located right off of M-45 Motman’s always has fresh home
grown produce and is open
Monday-Saturday from 8 a.m.-7
p.m. All Grand Valley students
receive a 10% discount off a
purchase of $5.00 or more. Call
with questions 616-677-1525

Network Direct. In. 1NDI11\ a 15 year old privately owned national
niarietmit firm and we mm find i< necessary to expand our executive
vales force Wc are looking lor ambitious. energetic. self-motivated
individuals «ho love U> travel If you van uphold a stamg ethical
practice in salev. and effectively present our company to small gnnips
ol collegiate uppers lawmen this will hr the career of a lifetime We
have an unlimited support staff with mi cold calling or tracking down
leads Starting salaries from HOk IMA
For more information about career nppielunilies with Network Dirccl.
Inc please contact

Are you a college student who Is looking for
y A pmri mtrmMxp opporturxty ttvrt wi
stmd out on a rev me?

yf A custom-dpvqncd tramexj curncukm

V A ch,mce to q.«n espenence with ,i
worid-rmowned conpjny jnd <M*'
tr.mslrf.ibk' skdh?

V An apportixxty to meet people from
around the world, nuke Metexvj
fnendv jnd tvivc kn?

th.it cot Ad com you colrqc credit?

Heath Cole - National Sales Recruiter (Cell V11 70h 2254)

As <1 p.irt of thr Disney CoErge Progr.im .it the VV.jff Disney Workf^ Resort
near Ortrxto, FL p,irtap.tots G»i e^jcnencc «m ntemsfsp of a Mrtmc. Attend
our upcomng presentation ,md discover why the Disney Cdeqe Program is
an owxxtunity you just ent miss'

OPPORTUNITIES

Grand Valley State University

PERSONALS

Wednesday • November 8,2006 • 12:00 pm

ROOMMATES

Room 250 • Kirkhof Center

Female roommate wanted.
$331 /month. Utilities included
except electric and cable. Royal
Vista townhomes. Contact Jes
sica (248)207-9487

Scheduhoq confhct? View o»* onkne E Rsiertaton
(Ssnrycoirqrtirrxir.kncom/epresentition

ACCESSORIES VAULT,
New York,

The latest styles from
around the world

occessoriasvault.com
dhiifyoHeqfpfOgrdrp <•
II..

Don't Vote
...on November 7th until you know about the
candidates the media won't tell you about
The Libertarian Party has candidates all over your
ballot - check them out and make an informed
decision

www.lpwn.org
Vote with your conscience and your heart, not for
the 'lesser of two evils'
For a government better then Democrats on the
left...or Republicans on the right vote Libertarian,
the traditional middle of the road

units include

all utilities
DSL available in ALL unitsl

Port (Of by the libertarian Patty o/WeitMuhyan from rrqukited funds
POBo* (68$. Grand
Mt49S0l 3685

artmg at
r*T

Wrtlk out townhous« with patio
Washers & Dryers in every unit
Less than 2 miles from campus

Visit us on the web @ GVTownhouses.com

Call 895-4001

fc
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Football

Men's Bball

continued from page 0!

continued from page 82

ballooning the lead lo 40-21.
“I missed the tint unsuic luck,"
Trent said. “I just ran up and gut
this one. and it came right into my
hands"
The Cardinals scored two mure
touchdowns in the fourth quarter,
bringing the tinal score to 49-35.
SVSU finished the day with 491
yards of total offense, with 428
coming though the air.
GVSU finished the day with
327 yards of total offense because
of the opportunity to play with a
short held all night
“Our defense was giving us
the short held in the tint half
tonight." Chuck Martin said. ‘The
offense didn't mess around, and we
pounced on them."
Next week, the Lakers will
travel to Marquette to play
Northern Michigan University
at 1 p.m. on Saturday NMU is
3-6 this season. Having already
wrapped up the conference title.
GVSU will look to finish its regular
season unblemished far the second
consecutive year.
“It was one of our goals at the
beginning of the season to win the
GLIAC, Finnerty said. “Now
we've got to move our attention
to beating Northern and brushing
with a perfect record in the regular
season."

Snulh earlier that day may have
been a dtstractiixi
“Grand Valley shpped up on
our ball screens Lae. which they
had handled earlier, otherwise they

Volleyball
continued from page 81

and Hillsdale in the same
weekend is big."
Both Hillsdale and GVSU
were ranked in the top five by
the CSTV/AVCA Division II
Coaches Poll.
Ashland finished the regular
season with a 17-9 record and
8-6 in conference action. The
team went into the GLIAC
tournament as the fourth «eed
and knocked off the top hvo
seeds en route to taking th«
title.
The Eagles carried their
first-ever GLIAC championship
trophy
back
home
after
defeating GVSU in the hnal
match.
Senior
Meghan
Moore
led the way for GVSU with a
match-high 20 kills. She hit
.351 for the match with two
aces.
Sophomore
Danielle
Alexander had 13 kills with five
assisted blocks, while senior
Megan Helsen added seven
kills and 10 digs. Sophomore
Jamie Ashmore had 39 assists,
13 digs and three aces.
“Even though we lost, we
played well." Scanlon said. “I
think that our kids will be able
to bounce back after this."
In the game prior to their
loss, the Lakers swept Ferris
State University as an earlier
part of the GLIAC tournament
on Friday. Moore again led the
way with a match-high 16 kills,
while adding two aces, six digs
and hit .520 for the match.
Helsen added 10 kills and two
aces of her own. Alexander hit
.375 and recorded eight kills.
Junior Erica Vandekopple
also notched eight kills, with
sophomore
Lauren
Reber
adding five. Ashmore tallied
37 assists and six kills, while
junior Allyson Riley added 11
digs and an ace. GVSU hit .406
overall for the contest, winning
all three matches against FSU
this season.
Although the team lost the
GLIAC tournament title, five
Lakers earned All-GLIAC
volleyball honors. Riley. Helsen
and Moore were all named to
the All-GLIAC First Team. It
was Moore's second straight
First Team honor.
Riley was named GLIAC
Libero of the Year for the
second straight year. She now
sits atop the GVSU career
record for digs with 1.710. Her
5.72 digs per game is first in the
GLIAC.
Moore’s
.373
hitting
percentage this year ranks third
in the conference and 19th
nationally. She accumulated
more than 10 kills in 26 of
29 matches this season and
averages 4.21 kills per game
Helsen ranks second on the
team at 3.33 kills per game and
is averaging 2.97 digs per game,
also second on the team. She
ranks seventh in kills (1,220)
and fourth in digs (1.264) on
GVSU’s career records list.
Ashmore was named to the
All-GLIAC
Second Team,
and Vandekopple was given
Honorable Mention Ashmore
ranks hfth in the GLIAC in
assists per game at 11.26 and
has moved into seventh place
on GVSU’s career records list
with 2,156 assists. She has
had more than 30 assists in 25
matches this year. Vandekopple
averages 2.36 kills. 0.95 blocks
and 0.57 digs per game, while
hitting at .306 on the season

Cross country
continued from page 83

6.000-meter mark by mure than
13 seconds.
GVSU head coach Jerry Baltes
attributed the teams' successes to
overall solid performances by all his
runners. He said he w as unpressed
by the way Peck and Ademian ran.
‘They just continue to show
that they're at the top of the field
and that they're some of the best
distance runners in the nation.” he
said.
Other GVSU men finishing in
the top 10 included senior Ryan
Holm in fourth (32:05.4) and junior
James Gale in seventh (3209.7).
Senior Nic Gatlin finished in 11th
(32:33.3) and sophomore Chris
Hammer in 13th (32:48.9) to round

Paintball
continued from poge 83

the whistle, seeking cover in
the form of bunkers and other
objects in the held of play. Once
all players from an opposing
team are eliminated, the flag can
be returned to a team's base to
secure the victory.
“Strategy is very important in
five-man, and when you’ve been
playing with the same guys for
the past couple of years it’s easier
to know where they’re going
to be and what they're going to
do," said GVSU senior and team
treasurer Zach Dunklee.
Points are awarded for
eliminations, capturing the flag
and having players remaining at
the end of the game.
A senes of preliminary games
weeded the held down to four
teams, which were left vying for
the championship on Saturday.
Two teams from MSU, a green
and a white team, were pitted up
against ft* GVSU blue team and
Michigan lech.
The Lakers defeated MTU
and MSU’s white team in the
first two matches of the finals
to set up a showdawn with the

Grand Valley Lanthorn

deserved to beat us,” too said
“h was hard for me to get tired up
with what had gone on today back
home"
Jameraon led the way for the
Lakers with 23 points and su
rebounds. Thumpson added 11 px ants
off the bench. GVSU shot 50 pervert

from behind the an: on the game
Notre! finished with a game-high
27 pomfe. Sutton added I6pumtsand
eight rebounds
The Lakers will be on the road
today fur (heir final exhibit* xi game
against the University of Detroit
Mercy, which begins at 705 pm

out team scoring
The women’s cause was helped
by a thud-place finish from graduate
student Stacy Kandas (21:45.8) and
a sixth-place finish by junior Susie
Rivard (22:19.9). Junior Ashley
Wharton, who finished 16th
(22:45.3), and senior Lauren Bader.
21st (22:50.7), also contributed to
the women’s victory.
Saginaw Valley Stale University
Northern
Kentucky
(119),
University (170) and the University
of Southern Indiana (177) were the
other tup five teams for the men. On
the women's side, the University
of Findlay (136), University
of Southern Indiana (139) and
University of Indianapolis (192)
rounded out the top five.
Baltes said he is excited about
winning consecutive regional

championships
“It’s good to keep the string
going, that’s a nice treat." he said.
“But most importantly, we qualified
for nationals."
He added he and his runners had
a bigger goal in mind during the
weekend's races.
“We had three goals coming into
this — one to qualify for nationals,
two to come out healthy and three
to win." Baltes said.
BothGVSU teamsaccomplished
all three goals on Saturday and
can now look forward to Nov.
18. when they will make the trip
to Pensacola. Fla. to compete in
the NCAA Division U National
Championships.

Spartans green team for the
championship. All the Lakers
needed in the final was the
elimination of one opposing
player to secure enough points
for the championship.
“We like to play a very
aggressive, offensive style of
play, and I think that's what
gives us the advantage, because
playing defense in this game gets
you nowhere." Dunklee said.
Instead. GVSU eliminated
every Spartan without losing one
player for a convincing finale
to a high-octane, action-packed
afternoon
“Once you kind of get used to
your surroundings and the pace
of the game, it's not that hard."
Dunklee added.
Understandable, when plastic
shelled balls of paint are flying
through the air at more than 300
feet per second.
The GVSU paintball club
practices three times a month in
addition to regional tournaments.
It is always looking for new
additions to the team. Interested
athletes can contact Dunklee at
dunkleez@student.gvsu.edu for
more information.

SCORE BIG
SAVINGS!
Single story
Attic storage
Approved pets ok
Close to GVSU
Utility room
Washer/dryer hook-up
Studio, 1 and 2 bedroom

^Pineridge
Apartments
(6161 453-7999
Mon-Fri 9:30-5:30
Equal Housing Opportunity
www.eennoorn.com

-The Original, Most Popular-

COLLEGE NIGHT
Wednesdays, 9:30PM-Midnight
Glow-in-the-Dark Bowling

3 Games of Bowling

&Shoe Rental Only $6

00
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BEAUTIFUL GIRLS DAY & NIGHT

Spacious 1 Bedroom units - over 1.1.10 sq.
Central Air
Washer and Dryer in All. units
Rent begins at *32. Vino
0 and 12 month leases

2 Bedroom units - ovei 1000 sq. It.
Air Conditioning
On-site Diuudry Facility
Rent Ix gins at N200/ino
0 and 12 mouth leases

j4ll Ltntfs include:

Website for 21/7 communications with management
High-S|x*ed Internet ami Digital Cable 'IV available
Hus Slop for easy commute
Dishwasher
Private Patio
Parking at Front D<m»r

ami Free Tanning!

annuls lit

lie. MI 19101

(616) 89.W904
#campuswest.nct

